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Abstract 
We present bounded dynamic (but observer-free) output feedback laws 
that achieve global stabilization of equilibrium profiles of the partial 
differential equation (PDE) model of a simplified, age-structured 
chemostat model. The chemostat PDE state is positive-valued, which 
means that our global stabilization is established in the positive orthant of 
a particular function space—a rather non-standard situation, for which we 
develop non-standard tools. Our feedback laws do not employ any of the 
(distributed) parametric knowledge of the model. Moreover, we provide a 
family of highly unconventional Control Lyapunov Functionals (CLFs) for 
the age-structured chemostat PDE model. Two kinds of feedback 
stabilizers are provided: stabilizers with continuously adjusted input and 
sampled-data stabilizers. The results are based on the transformation of the 
first-order hyperbolic partial differential equation to an ordinary 
differential equation (one-dimensional) and an integral delay equation 
(infinite-dimensional). Novel stability results for integral delay equations 
are also provided; the results are of independent interest and allow the 
explicit construction of the CLF for the age-structured chemostat model.  
 
Keywords: first-order hyperbolic partial differential equation, age-structured models, chemostat, 
integral delay equations, nonlinear feedback control. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
   Continuous-time age-structured models are described by the so-called McKendrick-von Foerster 
equation (see [3,4,5,26] and the references therein), which is a first order hyperbolic Partial 
Differential Equation (PDE) with a non-local boundary condition. Age-structured models are 
natural extensions of standard chemostat models (see [27]). Optimal control problems for age-
structured models have been studied (see [3,8,28] and the references therein). The ergodic theorem 
(see [11,12] and [26] for similar results on asymptotic similarity) has been proved an important tool 
for the study of the dynamics of continuous-time age structured models (see also [29] for a study of 
the existence of limit cycles).  
 
   This work initiates the study of the global stabilization problem by means of feedback control for 
age-structured models. More specifically, the design of explicit output feedback stabilizers is sought 
for the global stabilization of an equilibrium age profile for an age-structured chemostat model. Just 
as in other chemostat feedback control problems described by Ordinary Differential Equations 
(ODEs; see [9,13,14,15,21,22]), the dilution rate is selected to be the control input while the output 
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is a weighted integral of the age distribution function. The assumed output functional form is 
chosen because it is an appropriate form for the expression of the measurement of the total 
concentration of the microorganism in the bioreactor or for the expression of any other measured 
variable (e.g., light absorption) that depends on the amount (and its size distribution) of the 
microorganism in the bioreactor. The main idea for the solution of the feedback control problem is 
the transformation of the first order hyperbolic PDE to an Integral Delay Equation (IDE; see [16]) 
and the application of the strong ergodic theorem. This feature differentiates the present work from 
recent works on feedback control problems for first order hyperbolic PDEs (see [1,2,6,7,16,20]).  
 
   The present work studies the global stabilization problem of an equilibrium age profile for an age-
structured chemostat model by means of two kinds of feedback stabilizers: (i) a continuously 
applied feedback stabilizer, and (ii) a sampled-data feedback stabilizer. The entire model is assumed 
to be unknown and two cases are considered for the equilibrium value of the dilution rate: the case 
where the equilibrium value of the dilution rate is unknown (i.e., absolutely nothing is known about 
the model), and the case where the equilibrium value of the dilution rate is a priori known. In the 
first case, a family of observer-based (dynamic), output feedback laws with continuously adjusted 
dilution rate is proposed: the equilibrium value of the dilution rate is estimated by the observer. In 
the second case, a sampled-data output feedback law is proposed for arbitrarily sparse sampling 
schedule. In all cases, the dilution rate (control input) takes values in a pre-specified bounded 
interval and consequently input constraints are taken into account. The main idea for the solution of 
the feedback control problem is the transformation of the PDE to an ODE and an IDE. Some 
preliminary results for the sampled-data case, which are extended in the present work, were given in 
[17,18].  
 
   However, instead of simply designing dynamic, output feedback laws which guarantee global 
asymptotic stability of an equilibrium age profile, the present work has an additional goal: the 
explicit construction of a family of Control Lyapunov Functionals (CLFs) for the age-structured 
chemostat model. In order to achieve this goal, the present work provides/uses novel stability results 
on linear IDEs, which are of independent interest. The newly developed results, provide a 
Lyapunov-like proof of the scalar, strong ergodic theorem for special cases of the integral kernel. 
Stability results for linear IDEs similar to those studied in this work have been also studied in [23]. 
 
   Since the state of the chemostat model is the population density of a particular age at a given time, 
the state of the chemostat PDE is non-negative valued. Accordingly, the desired equilibrium profile 
(a function of the age variable) is positive-valued. So the state space of this PDE system is the 
positive orthant in a particular function space. We pursue global stabilization of the positive 
equilibrium profile in such a state space. This requires a novel approach and even a novel 
formulation of stability estimates in which the norm of the state at the desired equilibrium is zero 
but takes the infinite value not only when the population density (of some age) is infinite but also 
when it is zero, i.e., we infinitely penalize the population death (the so-called “washout”), as we 
should. Our main idea in this development is a particular logarithmic transformation of the state, 
which penalizes both the overpopulated and underpopulated conditions, with an infinite penalty on 
the washout condition. 
 
   The structure of the paper is described next. In Section 2, we describe the chemostat stabilization 
problem in a precise way and we provide the statements of the main results of the paper (Theorem 
2.1 and Theorem 2.4). Section 3 provides useful existing results for the uncontrolled PDE, while 
Section 4 is devoted to the presentation of stability results on IDEs, which allow us to construct 
CLFs for the chemostat problem. The proofs of the main results are provided in Section 5. Section 6 
presents a result, which is similar to Theorem 2.1, but uses a reduced order observer instead of a 
full-order observer. Simulations, which illustrate the application of the obtained results, are given in 
Section 7. The concluding remarks of the paper are given in Section 8. Finally, the Appendix 
provides the proofs of certain auxiliary results.  
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Notation. Throughout this paper we adopt the following notation.  
 
  For a real number x ,  x  denotes the integer part of x .   denotes the interval ),0[  . 
  Let U  be an open subset of a metric space and m  be a set. By );(0 UC , we denote the class 
of continuous mappings on U , which take values in  . When nU  , by );(1 UC , we denote 
the class of continuously differentiable functions on U , which take values in  . When 
 ),[ baU  (or  ],[ baU ) with ba  , );),([0 baC  (or );],([0 baC ) denotes all functions 
),[: baf  (or ],[: baf ), which are continuous on ),( ba  and satisfy   )()(lim afsf
as


 (or 
  )()(lim afsf
as


 and   )()(lim bfsf
bs


). When  ),[ baU , );),([1 baC  denotes all functions 
),[: baf  which are continuously differentiable on ),( ba  and satisfy   )()(lim afsf
as


 and 
  )(lim)()(lim 1
0
sfafhafh
ash

 


.  
  K  is the class of all strictly increasing, unbounded functions );(
0
 Ca , with 0)0( a  (see 
[19]).  
  For any subset S  and for any 0A ,  SAPC ];,0[1  denotes the class of all functions 
)];,0([0 SACf   for which there exists a finite (or empty) set ),0( AB   such that: (i) the derivative 
)(af   exists at every BAa \),0(  and is a continuous function on BA \),0( , (ii) all meaningful right 
and left limits of )(af   when a  tends to a point in },0{ AB  exist and are finite.  
  Let a function ]),0[(0 ACf    be given, where 0A  is a constant. We use the notation ][tf  to 
denote the profile at certain 0t , i.e., ),()])([( atfatf   for all ],0[ Aa . 
  Let a function ));,([0  ACx  be given, where 0A  is a constant. We use the notation 
)];0,([0  ACxt  to denote the “ A history” of x  at certain 0t , i.e.,   )()( atxaxt   for all 
],0[ Aa . 
  Let maxmin0 DD   be given constants.  The saturation function )(xsat  for the interval ],[ maxmin DD  
is defined by   xDDxsat ,max,min:)( minmax , for all x . 
 
 
 
2. Problem Description and Main Results 
 
 
2. I. The model 
 
Consider the age-structured chemostat model: 
 
  ),()()(),(),( atftDaat
a
f
at
t
f






 , for 0t , ),0( Aa                          (2.1) 
 

A
daatfaktf
0
),()()0,( , for 0t                                                    (2.2) 
 
where ],[)( maxmin DDtD   is the dilution rate, 0minmax  DD  are constants, 0A  is a constant and 
],0[: A , ],0[: Ak  are continuous functions with 0)(
0

A
daak . System (2.1), (2.2) is a 
continuous age-structured model of a microbial population in a chemostat. The function 0)( a  is 
called the mortality function, the function ),( atf  denotes the density of the population of age 
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],0[ Aa  at time 0t  and the function 0)( ak  is the birth modulus of the population. The boundary 
condition (2.2) is the renewal condition, which determines the number of newborn individuals 
)0,(tf . Finally, 0A  is the maximum reproductive age. Physically meaningful solutions of (2.1), 
(2.2) are only the non-negative solutions, i.e., solutions satisfying 0),( atf , for all ],0[),( Aat   . 
 
   The chemostat model (2.1), (2.2) is derived by neglecting the dependence of the growth of the 
microorganism on the concentration of a limiting substrate. A more accurate model would involve 
an enlarged system that has one PDE for the age distribution, coupled with one ODE for the 
substrate (as proposed in [29], in the context of studying limit cycles with constant dilution rates). 
However, the approach of neglecting the nutrient's equation in the chemostat is not new (see for 
example [25]).  
    We assume that there exists ),( maxmin DDD 
  such that  
 
  







 
A a
dadssaDak
0 0
)(exp)(1                                                          (2.3)  
 
This assumption is necessary for the existence of an equilibrium point for the control system (2.1), 
(2.2), which is different from the identically zero function. Any function of the form: 








 

a
dssaDMaf
0
)(exp)(  , for ],0[ Aa                                  (2.4) 
 
with 0M  being an arbitrary constant, is an equilibrium point for the control system (2.1), (2.2) 
with  DtD )( . Notice that there is a continuum of equilibria.  
 
   The measured output of the control system (2.1), (2.2) is given by the equation: 
 

A
daatfapty
0
),()()( , for 0t                                            (2.5) 
where ],0[: Ap  is a continuous function with 0)(
0

A
daap . Notice that the case 1)( ap  
corresponds to the total concentration of the microorganism in the chemostat. 
 
 
2.II. Feedback Control with Continuously Adjusted Input 
 
     Let 0y  be an arbitrary constant (the set point) and let )(af   be the equilibrium age profile 
given by (2.4) with 
1
0 0
)(exp)(


















  
A a
dadssaDapyM  . Consider the dynamic feedback law 
given by 
2
21
122
1121
))(),(()(
)(
ln)()(
)(
ln)()()()(





































tztztz
y
ty
tzltz
y
ty
tzltDtztz


                                    (2.6) 
and 
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
















y
ty
tzsattD
)(
ln)()( 2                                                       (2.7) 
 
where 0,, 21 ll  are constants. Next consider solutions of the initial-value problem (2.1), (2.2), 
(2.5), (2.6), (2.7) with initial condition 200
~
),(  Xzf , where X
~
 is the set 








 
A
daafakfAPCfX
0
1 )()()0(:)),0(];,0([
~
. By a solution of the initial-value problem (2.1), (2.2), 
(2.5), (2.6), (2.7) with initial condition 200
~
),(  Xzf , we mean a pair of mappings 
 ),0(];,0[),0[0  ACf  ,  21 );,0[  Cz , where ],0(  , which satisfies the following properties:  
(i)  ),0(;1  fDCf , where  },0{)(:),0(),0(),( ABtaAatD f    and ),0( AB   is the finite 
(possibly empty) set where the derivative of Xf
~
0   is not defined or is not continuous,  
(ii) Xtf
~
][   for all ),0[ t , where ),()])([( atfatf   for ],0[ Aa  (see Notation),  
(iii) equations (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) hold for all ),0[ t ,  
(iv) equation   ),()()(),(),( atftDaat
a
f
at
t
f






  holds for all fDat ),( , and 
(v) ),()0( 0,20,10 zzzz  , )(),0( 0 afaf   for all ],0[ Aa . 
 
The mapping 2
~
))(],[(),0[  Xtztft  is called the solution of the closed-loop system (2.1), (2.2), 
(2.5) with (2.6), (2.7) and initial condition 200
~
),(  Xzf  defined for ),0[ t . 
 
Define the functional  )];,0([: 0 AC  by means of the equation 
 

  




















A
A A
a
a
s
daafaak
dadsdlDlskaf
f
0
0
)()(
)(exp)()(
:)(

                                         (2.8) 
and assume that the following technical assumption holds for the non-negative function 
 








 

a
dssaDakak
0
)(exp)(:)(
~
 , for ],0[ Aa                                       (2.9)  
that satisfies 1)(
~
0

A
daak  (recall (2.3)): 
 
(A) There exists a constant 0  such that 1)(
~
)(
~
0
 
A A
a
dadsskrak  , where 
1
0
)(
~
:









 
A
daakar .  
 
We are now ready to state the first main result of the present work, which provides stabilizers with 
continuously adjusted input. 
 
Theorem 2.1 (continuously adjusted input and unknown equilibrium value of the dilution 
rate): Consider the age-structured chemostat model (2.1), (2.2) with )];,0([1  APCk  under 
Assumption (A). Then for every Xf
~
0   and 
2
0 z  there exists a unique solution of the closed-loop 
(2.1), (2.2), (2.5) with (2.6), (2.7) and initial condition 200
~
),(  Xzf . Furthermore, there exist a 
constant 0L  and a function K  such that for every Xf
~
0   and 
2
0 z  the unique solution of 
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the closed-loop (2.1), (2.2), (2.5) with (2.6), (2.7) and initial condition 200
~
),(  Xzf  is defined for 
all 0t  and satisfies the following estimate: 





















































Dzz
af
af
t
L
Dtztz
af
atf
Aa
Aa
0,20,1
0
],0[
21
],0[
)(
)(
lnmax
4
exp
)()(
)(
),(
lnmax

, for all 0t                  (2.10) 
Moreover, let 0, 21 pp  be a pair of constants satisfying  
2
1211
2
2211 4822 plplplpl  , 2
2
1 4pp  . Then 
the continuous functional  )),0(];,0([:
02 ACW  defined by: 
 
   ),(),()(ln:),( 2 fzQfzQGffzW                                               (2.11) 
where 0  is an arbitrary constant, 
     
2
],0[
],0[
2
22211
2
1
)(
)(
min),(min
)(
)()()(
)exp(max
2
)()()(ln)(ln
:),(








































 








af
af
f
af
affaf
a
M
DzpDzfzpfz
fzQ
Aa
Aa

       (2.12) 
0  is a sufficiently small constant and 0, GM  are sufficiently large constants, is a Lyapunov 
functional for the closed-loop system (2.1), (2.2), (2.5) with (2.6), (2.7), in the sense that every 
solution 2
~
))(],[( Xtztf  of the closed-loop system (2.1), (2.2), (2.5) with (2.6), (2.7) satisfies the 
inequality: 
  
])[),((1
])[),((
])[),((])[),((suplim 1
0 tftzW
tftzW
LtftzWhtfhtzWh
h 

 
, for all 0t           (2.13) 
 
    As remarked in the Introduction, Theorem 2.1 does not only provide formulas for dynamic output 
feedback stabilizers that guarantee global asymptotic stability of the selected equilibrium age 
profile, but also provides explicit formulas for a family of CLFs for system (2.1), (2.2). Indeed, the 
continuous functional  )),0(];,0([:
02 ACW  defined by (2.11), (2.12) is a CLF for system 
(2.1), (2.2). 
 
Remark 2.2:  
i) The family of feedback laws (2.6), (2.7) (parameterized by 0,, 21 ll ) guarantees global 
asymptotic stabilization of every selected equilibrium age profile. Moreover, the feedback law (2.6), 
(2.7) achieves a global exponential convergence rate (see estimate (2.10)), in the sense that estimate 
(2.10) holds for all physically meaningful initial conditions ( Xf
~
0  ). As indicated in the 
Introduction, the logarithmic penalty in (2.10) penalizes both the overpopulated and underpopulated 
conditions, with an infinite penalty on zero density for some age. The state converges to the desired 
equilibrium profiles from all positive initial conditions, but not from the zero-density initial 
condition, which itself is an equilibrium (population cannot develop from a “dead” initial state).  
ii) The feedback law (2.6), (2.7) is a dynamic output feedback law. The subsystem (2.6) is an 
observer that primarily estimates the equilibrium value of the dilution rate D . The observer (2.6) is 
a highly reduced order, since it estimates only two variables, the afore-mentioned constant D  and 
the scalar functional of the infinite-dimensional state, )( f , introduced in (2.8). All the remaining 
infinitely many states are not estimated. This is the key achievement of our paper—attaining 
stabilization without the estimation of nearly the entire infinite-dimensional state and proving this 
result in an appropriately constructed transformed representation of that unmeasured infinite-
dimensional state. 
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iii) The family of feedback laws (2.6), (2.7) does not require knowledge of the mortality function of 
the population, the birth modulus of the population and the maximum reproductive age of the 
population. Accordingly, it does not require the knowledge of the equilibrium value of the dilution 
rate D  either. Instead, D  is estimated by the observer state )(2 tz  (see estimate (2.10)). 
iv) The feedback law (2.6), (2.7) can work with arbitrary input constraints. The only condition that 
needs to be satisfied is that the equilibrium value of the dilution rate D  must satisfy the input 
constraints, i.e., ),( maxmin DDD 
 , which is a reasonable requirement (otherwise the selected 
equilibrium age profile is not feasible).  
v) The parameters 0,, 21 ll  can be used by the control practitioner for tuning the controller (2.6), 
(2.7): the selection of the values of these parameters affects the value of the constant 0L  that 
determines the exponential convergence rate. Since the proof of Theorem 2.1 is constructive, useful 
formulas showing the dependence of the constant 0L  on the parameters 0,, 21 ll  are established 
in the proof of Theorem 2.1.  
vi) It should be noted that for every pair of constants 0, 21 ll   it is possible to find constants 
0, 21 pp  satisfying  
2
1211
2
2211 4822 plplplpl  , 2
2
1 4pp  . Indeed, for every 0, 21 ll  the matrix 








0
1
2
1
l
l
 is a Hurwitz matrix. Consequently, there exists a positive definite matrix 







21
1
2/
2/1
pp
p
 
so that the matrix 





































 
12211
2211121
2
1
21
1
21
121
2/1
2/12
0
1
2/
2/1
2/
2/1
01 pplpl
plplpll
l
l
pp
p
pp
pll
 
is negative definite. This implies the inequalities 2
2
1 4pp   and  
2
1211
2
2211 4822 plplplpl  . 
vii) The main idea for the construction of the feedback law (2.6), (2.7) is the transformation of the 
PDE problem (2.1), (2.2) into a system that consists of an ODE and an IDE along with the 
logarithmic output transformation 









y
ty
tY
)(
ln)( . The transformations are presented in Figure 1 and 
are exploited rigorously in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Figure 1 also shows that the full-order 
observer (2.6) is actually an observer for the system )()()( tDtDt   , 0)(  tD .  
 
 
2.III. Checking Assumption (A) 
 
    Theorem 2.1 assumes that the birth modulus of the population satisfies Assumption (A). This is 
not an assumption that is needed for the establishment of the exponential estimate (2.10). Estimate 
(2.10) could have been established without Assumption (A) by means of the strong ergodic theorem 
(see Section 3). The role of Assumption (A) is crucial for the establishment of the CLF, given by 
(2.11), (2.12). However, since Assumption (A) demands a specific property for the function 








 

a
dssaDakak
0
)(exp)(:)(
~
  that involves the (unknown) equilibrium value of the dilution rate 
D , the verification of the validity of Assumption (A) becomes an issue. The following proposition 
provides useful sufficient conditions for Assumption (A). Its proof is provided in the Appendix. 
 
Proposition 2.3 (Means of checking Assumption (A)): Let )];,0([
~ 0  ACk  be a function that 
satisfies the following assumption: 
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(B) The function )];,0([
~ 0  ACk  satisfies 0)(
~
ak  for all ],0[ Aa  and 1)(
~
0

A
daak . Moreover, there 
exists a constant 0  such that the set    )(
~
:],0[ akTaS , where  0)(~:],0[sup:  akAaT , has 
Lebesgue measure 1)2(  rS , where 
1
0
)(
~
:









 
A
daakar .  
 
Then for every ],0[ 1  r  it holds that   Srdadsskrak
A A
a
211)(
~
)(
~
0
   . 
 
    Proposition 2.3 shows that Assumption (A) is valid for a function that satisfies Assumption (B). 
On the other hand, we know that Assumption (B) holds for every function )];,0([
~ 0
 ACk  
satisfying 1)(
~
0

A
daak  and having only a finite number of zeros in the interval ],0[ A . Since 








 

a
dssaDakak
0
)(exp)(:)(
~
 , we can be sure that Assumption (A) necessarily holds for all birth 
moduli )];,0([0  ACk  of the population with only a finite number of zeros in the interval ],0[ A , 
no matter what the equilibrium value of the dilution rate D  is and no matter what the mortality 
function ],0[: A  is. 
 
 
 
          
 










A
A
daatfapty
daatfaktf
atftDaat
a
f
at
t
f
0
0
),()()(
),()()0,(
),()()(),(),( 
         
 






ytytY
tft
tfaf
atf
at
/)(ln)(
])[(ln)(
1
])[()(
),(
)(


 
                                                                                                          
                                                                                                 
              
 
 )(exp)(
))(exp()()(1),(
tYyty
tafatatf



 
            













 


A
A A
a
A
daatagttY
dadsskat
daatakt
tDDt
0
0
0
)()(1ln)()(
)(
~
)(0
)()(
~
)(
)()(




 
Figure 1: The transformation of the PDE (2.1) with boundary condition given by (2.2) to 
an IDE and an ODE and the inverse transformation.  
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2.IV. Sampled-Data Control  
 
    On the other hand, when the equilibrium value of the dilution rate D  is a priori known, then we 
are in a position to achieve sampled-data stabilization. Let 0T  be the sampling period and 
consider the closed-loop system (2.1), (2.2), (2.5) with the sample-and-hold feedback law  
 



















y
iTy
TDsattD
)(
ln)( 1 , for all ))1(,[ TiiTt   and for all integers 0i                (2.14) 
 
By a solution of the initial-value problem (2.1), (2.2), (2.5), (2.14) with initial condition Xf
~
0  , 
where X
~
 is the set 








 
A
daafakfAPCfX
0
1 )()()0(:)),0(];,0([
~
, we mean a mapping 
 ),0(];,0[),0[0  ACf  , where ],0(  , which satisfies the following properties:  
(i)  ),0(;1  fDCf , where   tTTtABtaAatD f 1,},0{)(:),0(),0(),(    and ),0( AB   is the 
finite (possibly empty) set where the derivative of Xf
~
0   is not defined or is not continuous,  
(ii) Xtf
~
][   for all ),0[ t ,  
(iii) equations (2.5), (2.14) hold for all ),0[ t ,  
(iv) equation   ),()()(),(),( atftDaat
a
f
at
t
f






  holds for all fDat ),( , and 
(v) )(),0( 0 afaf   for all ],0[ Aa . 
 
The mapping Xtft
~
][),0[   is called the solution of the closed-loop system (2.1), (2.2), (2.5) 
with (2.14) and initial condition Xf
~
0   defined for ),0[ t .  
 
We are now ready to state the second main result of the present work. 
 
Theorem 2.4 (sampled-data feedback and known equilibrium value for the dilution rate): 
Consider the age-structured chemostat model (2.1), (2.2) with )];,0([1  APCk . Then for every 
Xf
~
0   there exists a unique solution of the closed-loop (2.1), (2.2), (2.5) with (2.14) and initial 
condition Xf
~
0  . Furthermore, there exist a constant 0L  and a function K  such that for 
every Xf
~
0   the unique solution of the closed-loop (2.1), (2.2), (2.5) with (2.14) and initial 
condition Xf
~
0   is defined for all 0t  and satisfies the following estimate: 
 
 









































 )(
)(
lnmaxexp
)(
),(
lnmax 0
],0[],0[ af
af
tL
af
atf
AaAa
 , for all 0t                  (2.15) 
 
The differences of Theorem 2.4 with Theorem 2.1 are: 
(i) Theorem 2.4 applies the sampled-data feedback (2.14) while Theorem 2.1 applies a 
continuously adjusted feedback, 
(ii) Theorem 2.4 assumes knowledge of the equilibrium value of the dilution rate D , 
(iii)  Theorem 2.4 does not assume property (A) but does not provide a CLF for the system. This 
was explained above: assumption (A) is only needed for the explicit construction of a CLF.  
 
    Finally, the reader should notice that there is no constraint for the sampling period 0T : 
arbitrarily large values for 0T  are allowed (arbitrarily sparse sampling). In the case where the 
output is given by  
)0,()( tfty  , for 0t                                                   (2.16) 
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instead of (2.5), the proof of Theorem 2.4 works with only minor changes (the proof is omitted; this 
is the case considered in [18]).  
 
 
2.V. Ideas Behind the Proofs of the Main Results 
 
   The basic tool for the proofs of the main results of the present work is the transformation shown 
in Figure 1. The main idea comes from the recent work [16]: the transformation of a first-order 
hyperbolic PDE to an IDE. However, if we applied the results of [16] in a straightforward way, then 
we would end up with the following IDE: 
  


















A t
at
a
daatvdssDdssaktv
0 0
)()(exp)(exp)()(  ,                                 (2.17)  
where )0,()( tftv   and )()(exp)(exp),(
0
atvdssDdssatf
t
at
a


















 

 . However, the IDE is input-
dependent. Instead, we would like to describe the effect of the control input in a more convenient 
way: this is achieved by introducing one more state  
 ])[(ln)( tft  ,                                                            (2.18) 
where   is given by (2.8). The evolution of )(t  is described by the ODE )()( tDDt   . Then we 
are in a position to obtain the transformation  
1
])[()(
),(
)( 


 tfaf
atf
at , for all ],0[),( Aat                                   (2.19) 
 
which decomposes the dynamics of (2.17) to the input-independent dynamics of the IDE 
 
A
daatakt
0
)()(
~
)(   evolving on the subspace described by the equation 0)(
~
)(
0
 
A A
a
dadsskat  and 
the input-dependent ODE )()( tDDt   . After achieving this objective, the next step is the stability 
analysis of the zero solution of the IDE  
A
daatakt
0
)()(
~
)(  : this is exactly the point where the 
strong ergodic theorem or the results on linear IDEs are used.    
 
 
3. The Uncontrolled PDE  
 
The present section aims to give to the reader the background mathematical knowledge which is 
used for the study of age-structured PDEs. More specifically, we aim to make the reader familiar to 
the strong ergodic theorem for age-structured PDEs and to show the relation of age-structured PDEs 
to linear IDEs.  
 
    Let 0A  be a constant and let ],0[: A , ],0[: Ak  be continuous functions with 
0)(
0

A
daak . Consider the initial value PDE problem: 
),()(),(),( atzaat
a
z
at
t
z






, for 0t , ),0( Aa                          (3.1) 

A
daatzaktz
0
),()()0,( , for 0t                                                    (3.2) 
with initial condition )(),0( 0 azaz   for all ],0[ Aa . The following existence and uniqueness result 
follows directly from Proposition 2.4 in [10] and Theorems 1.3-1.4 on pages 102-104 in [24]: 
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Lemma 3.1 (existence/uniqueness): For each absolutely continuous function   ];,0[00 ACz  with 

A
daazakz
0
00 )()()0( ,  there exists a unique function  ],0[),0[: Az  with )(),0( 0 azaz   for all 
],0[ Aa  that satisfies: (a) For each 0t , the function ][tz  defined by ),()])([( atzatz   for ],0[ Aa  is 
absolutely continuous and satisfies 
A
daatzaktz
0
)])([)(()0])([(  for all 0t , (b) the mapping 
  ];,0[][
1 ALtzt  is continuously differentiable, and (c) equation (3.1) holds for almost all 
0t  and ),0( Aa . Moreover, if 0)(0 az  for all ],0[ Aa  then 0),( atz , for all ],0[),( Aat   . 
 
The function  ],0[),0[: Az  is called the solution of (3.1), (3.2). When additional regularity 
properties hold then the solution of (3.1), (3.2) satisfies the properties shown by the following 
lemma. 
 
Lemma 3.2 (regularity/relation to IDEs): If   ];,0[
1 APCk , then for every   ];,0[10 APCz  
satisfying 
A
daazakz
0
00 )()()0(  the function  ],0[),0[: Az  from Lemma 3.1 is 
1C  on 
 
 },0{)(:),0(),0(),( ABtaAatS   
 
where B  is the finite (or empty) set where the derivative of 0z  is not defined or is not continuous, 
satisfies (3.1) on S  and equation (3.2) for all 0t . Also, 
 
)()(exp),(
0
atvdssatz
a









   , for all ],0[),( Aat                                      (3.3) 
 
where     );,0();,[ 10 CACv  is the unique solution of the Integral Delay Equation (IDE): 
 
  








A a
daatvdssaktv
0 0
)()(exp)()(  , for 0t                                              (3.4) 
 
with initial condition )()(exp)( 0
0
azdssav
a








   , for all ],0( Aa . 
 
Lemma 3.2 is obtained by integration on the characteristic lines of (3.1). The solution 
    );,0();,[ 10 CACv  of the IDE (3.4) is obtained as the solution of the delay differential 
equation  
  
A
daatva
da
kd
AtvAktvktv
0
)()()()()()0()(                                                (3.5) 
 
where 








 
a
dssakak
0
)(exp)(:)(   for ],0[ Aa . The differential equation (3.5) is obtained by formal 
differentiation of the IDE (3.4) and its solution satisfies (3.4) (the verification requires integration 
by parts).   
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    It is straightforward to show that the function   








A a
dadssDaakDh
0 0
)(exp)()(   is strictly 
decreasing with 0)(lim 

Dh
D
 and 

)(lim Dh
D
. Therefore, there exists a unique D  such that 
(2.3) holds. Equation (2.3) is the Lotka-Sharpe condition [4]. The following strong ergodicity result 
follows from the results of Section 3 in [11] and Proposition 3.2 in [10]: 
 
Theorem 3.3 (scalar strong ergodic theorem): Let D  be the unique solution of (2.3). Then, 
there exist constants 0 , 1K  such that for every absolutely continuous function   ];,0[00 ACz  
with 
A
daazakz
0
00 )()()0( , the corresponding solution  ],0[),0[: Az  of (3.1), (3.2) satisfies for 
all 0t : 
 
    


























A aA aa
daazdsstDKdazdssatDatzdss
0
0
00
0
00
)()(exp)(exp)()()(exp),()(exp       (3.6) 
 
where    ];,0[: 1 AL  is the linear continuous functional defined by: 
 
 
  
  





















A a
A A
a
a
s
dadlDlaak
dsdadlDlskaz
z
0 0
0
0
0
)(exp)(
)(exp)()(
:)(


                                             (3.7) 
 
 
4. Results on Linear Integral Delay Equations 
 
Since the previous sections have demonstrated the relation of age-structured PDEs to linear IDEs, 
we next focus on the study of linear IDEs. The present section provides stability results for the 
system described by the following linear IDE: 
 
A
daatxatx
0
)()()(                                                       (4.1) 
 
where )(tx , 0A  is a constant and )];,0([0  AC . The results of the present section allow the 
construction of Lyapunov functionals for linear IDEs, which provide formulas for Lyapunov 
functionals of age-structured PDEs (since the zero dynamics of the controlled age-structured model 
are described by linear IDEs). All proofs of the results of the present section are provided in the 
Appendix.  
 
 
4.I. The notion of the solution-existence/uniqueness 
 
For every )];0,([00  ACx  with  
A
daaxax
0
00 )()()0(   there exists a unique function 
));,([0  ACx  that satisfies (4.1) for 0t  and )()( 0 axax   for all ],0[ Aa . This function is 
called the solution of (4.1) with initial condition )];0,([00  ACx . The solution is obtained as the 
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solution of the neutral delay equation 0)()()(
0









 
A
daatxatx
dt
d
  (Theorem 1.1 on page 256 in [10] 
guarantees the existence of a unique function ));,0(());,([ 10  CACx  that satisfies 
0)()()(
0









 
A
daatxatx
dt
d
  for 0t  and )()( 0 axax   for all ],0[ Aa ). 
    Therefore, the IDE (4.1) defines a dynamical system on 








 
A
daaxaxACxX
0
0 )()()0(:)];0,([   with state Xxt  , where   )()( atxaxt   for all ],0[ Aa  
(see Notation). 
 
 
4.II. A Basic Estimate and its Consequences 
 
   The first result of this section provides useful bounds for the solution of (4.1) with non-negative 
kernel. Notice that the following lemma allows discontinuous solutions for (4.1) as well as 
discontinuous initial conditions.  
 
Lemma 4.1 (A Basic Estimate for the solution of linear IDEs): Let    ;,0
0 AC  be a given 
function with 1)(
0

A
daa  and consider the IDE (4.1). Let 0  be an arbitrary constant with 
1)(
0


 daa . Then for every    );0,[ AL  there exists a unique function    );,[ ALx loc  with 
)()( aax   for )0,[ Aa   that satisfies (4.1) for 0t  a.e.. Moreover,    );,[ ALx loc  satisfies for 
all 0t  the following inequality: 
     
     










































)(sup,)(sup
1
max)(sup
)(inf)(inf
1
,)(infmin
00
1
0
00
1
0
1
1
aa
c
cL
atx
atxa
c
cL
a
aAaA
th
aA
aAaA
th
aA


                               (4.2) 
 
where ),min(:   Ah , 1)(:
0
 
A
daaL  , 1)(:
0
 

 daac .  
 
     A direct consequence of Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 3.2 is that if   ];,0[
1 APCk , then for every 
  ];,0[10 APCz  satisfying 
A
daazakz
0
00 )()()0(  and 0)(0 az  for all ],0[ Aa , the corresponding 
solution of (3.1), (3.2) satisfies 0),( atz , for all ],0[),( Aat   . To see this, notice that if 
1)(exp)(
0 0









 
A a
dadssak   then we may apply Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 4.1 directly for the IDE (3.4). 
On the other hand, if 1)(exp)(
0 0









 
A a
dadssak   then we define )()exp()( tvpttx   for all At  , where 
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0p . It follows that   








A a
daatxdsspaaktx
0 0
)()(exp)()(   for 0t  and that 
1)(exp)(
0 0









 
A a
dadsspaak   for 0p  sufficiently large.  
 
    Another direct consequence of Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 3.2 is that if   ];,0[
1 APCk , then the 
quantity 1
])[()(
),(

 tfaf
atf
 appearing in the right hand side of the transformation (2.19) is only a 
function of at   (and thus (2.19) is a valid transformation). Indeed, it is straightforward to verify 
that for every piecewise continuous function ],[: maxmin DDD   and for every 
 ),0(];,0[10  APCf  with 
A
daafakf
0
00 )()()0( , the solution of (2.1), (2.2) with )(),0( 0 afaf   for 
],0[ Aa , corresponding to input ],[: maxmin DDD   satisfies 







 
t
dssDatzatf
0
)(exp),(),(  for all 
],0[),( Aat   , where  ],0[),0[: Az  is the solution of (3.1), (3.2) with same initial condition 
)(),0( 0 afaz   for ],0[ Aa . Using (2.4), (3.3) and equation 







 
t
dssDatzatf
0
)(exp),(),( , we get: 
)()(exp
)(
),(
0
1 atvdssDaDM
af
atf
t









 


, for all ],0[),( Aat    
Using (2.4), (2.8), (3.3), equation 








 
t
dssDatzatf
0
)(exp),(),(  and definition (2.9), we get:  
 
  
 
 






































t
At
A
lt
t
A A
a
tA
dldssklDlvdssDtD
dadsskaDatvdssDtfdwwkwM
)(
~
exp)()(exp
)(
~
exp)()(exp])[()(
~
0
000
 
Since 0)( tv  for all At   (a consequence of (3.3) and the conclusion of the previous paragraph), 
the above equation implies that 0])[(  tf  for all 0t . Combining the two above equations, we get: 
 
  

 














 t
At
A
lt
A
dldssklDlv
dwwkwatDatv
tfaf
atf
)(
~
exp)(
)(
~
)(exp)(
])[()(
),( 0 , for all ],0[),( Aat    
where 








 

a
dssaDakak
0
)(exp)()(
~
  for ],0[ Aa . Notice that (3.4) implies that 
  0)(~exp)( 








 
 

t
At
A
lt
dldssklDlv
dt
d
 for all 0t . Indeed, we have for all 0t : 
     
   
 
































 

AA
t
At
At
At
A
lt
daatDakatvdssktDtv
dllDltklvdssktDtvdldssklDlv
dt
d
00
0
)(exp)(
~
)()(
~
exp)(
exp)(
~
)()(
~
exp)()(
~
exp)(
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Using definition 








 

a
dssaDakak
0
)(exp)()(
~
  for ],0[ Aa  and the fact that 1)(
~
0

A
dssk  (a 
consequence of (2.3)), we get for all 0t :   
   

























   

 

A at
At
A
lt
dadssakatvtvtDdldssklDlv
dt
d
0 0
)(exp)()()(exp)(
~
exp)(   
which combined with (3.4) gives   0)(~exp)( 








 
 

t
At
A
lt
dldssklDlv
dt
d
 for all 0t . Therefore, using the 
fact that )()(exp),0()(exp)( 0
00
afdssazdssav
aa

















   , for all ],0( Aa , we get  
   
 
  




































 

 

A A
w
w
A
A
l
t
At
A
lt
dwdsskdsswDwf
dldssklDlvdldssklDlv
0 0
0
0
)(
~
)(exp)(
)(
~
exp)()(
~
exp)(

, for all 0t  
Consequently, the quantity 1
])[()(
),(

 tfaf
atf
 is a function only of at  , since we have: 
 )(exp)(
)(
~
)(exp)(
)(
~
])[()(
),(
0 0
0
0 atDatv
dwdsskdsswDwf
dwwkw
tfaf
atf
A A
w
w
A























 


, for all ],0[),( Aat    
 
 
4.III. The Strong Ergodic Theorem in terms of IDEs  
 
   Next, we state the strong ergodic theorem (Theorem 3.3) in terms of the IDE (4.1). To this goal, 
we define the operator  
    ];,0[];0,[: 00 ACACG  
 
for every   ];0,[0 ACv  by the relation )())(( avaGv   for all ],0[ Aa . 
 
If   ];,0[
0 AC ,   ];,0[
1 APCk  satisfy (2.3) for certain D , then it follows from Lemma 
3.2 and Theorem 3.3 that there exist constants 0 , 1K  such that for every   ];,0[10 APCz  
satisfying 
A
daazakz
0
00 )()()0( , the unique solution of the IDE (3.4) with initial condition 
)()(exp)( 0
0
azdssav
a








    for all ],0[ Aa  satisfies for all 0t  the following estimate: 
    

AA
daavtDKdazatDatv
00
0 )()(exp)()(exp)(                                (4.3) 
     The above property can be rephrased without any reference to the PDE: for every 
  ];,0[
1 APCk  with  

A
daaDak
0
exp)(1  there exist constants 0 , 1K  such that for every 
  ];0,[00 ACv  with  
A
daavakv
0
00 )()()0(  and   ];,0[)(
1
0 APCGv , the unique solution of the IDE 
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 
A
daatvaktv
0
)()()(  with initial condition )()( 0 avav  , for all ],0[ Aa  satisfies (4.3) for all 0t , 
with 








 
a
dssavaz
0
0 )(exp)()(   for ],0[ Aa .  
     Using the transformation   )(exp)( tvtDtx  , for all At  , we obtain a “one-to-one” mapping of 
solutions of the IDE  
A
daatvaktv
0
)()()(  to the solutions of the IDE (4.1) with  aDaka  exp)(:)(  
for all ],0[ Aa . Moreover, estimate (4.3) implies the following estimate for all 0t : 
    

AA
daaxADtKdaxPatx
00
0 )(expexp)()(   
 
where the functional    ];0,[: 0 ACP , is defined by means of the equation 
 
 
A A
a
dadssaxrxP
0
)()()(                                                            (4.4) 
and 
1
0
)(:









 
A
daaar  . The functional    ];0,[: 0 ACP  is found by substituting 








 

a
dssaDaxaz
0
0 )(exp)()(   (for ],0[ Aa ) in the functional    ];,0[:
1 AL  defined by (3.7).  
 
    Therefore, we are in a position to conclude that the following property holds: for every 
  ];,0[
1 APC  with 
A
daa
0
)(1   there exist constants 0,
~
K   such that for every 
  ];0,[00 ACx  with  
A
daaxax
0
00 )()()0(   and   ];,0[)(
1
0 APCGx , the unique solution of the IDE 
(4.1) with initial condition )()( 0 axax  , for all ],0[ Aa  satisfies the following estimate for all 
0t  
  
AA
daaxtKdaxPatx
00
0 )(exp
~
)()(                                           (4.5) 
 
Using this property, we obtain the following corollary, which is a restatement of the strong ergodic 
theorem (Theorem 3.3) in terms of IDEs and the L  norm (instead of the 1L  norm). Recall that 








 
A
daaxaxACxX
0
0 )()()0(:)];0,([  .  
 
Corollary 4.2 (The strong ergodic theorem in terms of IDEs): Suppose that   ];,0[
1 APC  
with 
A
daa
0
)(1  . Then there exist constants 0, M  such that for every Xx 0  with 
  ];,0[)( 10 APCGx , the unique solution of the IDE (4.1) with initial condition )()( 0 axax   for all 
],0[ Aa  satisfies the following estimate for all 0t : 
 
     )(maxexp)()(max 0
0
0
0
axtMxPtx
aAA 
 

                                        (4.6) 
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4.IV. The Construction of Lyapunov Functionals  
 
    The problem with Corollary 4.2 is that it does not provide a Lyapunov-like functional which can 
allow the derivation of the important property (4.6). Moreover, it does not provide information 
about the magnitude of the constant 0 . In order to construct a Lyapunov-like functional and 
obtain information about the magnitude of the constant 0 , we need some technical results. The 
first result deals with the exponential stability of the zero solution for (4.1). Notice that the proof of 
the exponential stability property is made by means of a Lyapunov functional.  
 
Lemma 4.3 (Lyapunov functional for the general case): Suppose that 1)(
0

A
daa . Then X0  is 
globally exponentially stable for (4.1). Moreover, the functional XV :  defined by 
 )()exp(max:)(
],0[
axaxV
Aa


 , where 0  is a constant that satisfies 1)exp()(
0

A
daaa  , satisfies the 
differential inequality: 
   )()()(suplim 1
0
ttht
h
xVxVxVh 

 
, for all 0t                               (4.7) 
for every solution of (4.1).  
 
   Lemma 4.3 is useful because we next construct Lyapunov functionals of the form used in Lemma 
4.3. However, we are mostly interested in kernels )];,0([0  AC  with non-negative values that 
satisfy 1)(
0

A
daa . We show next that even for this specific case, it is possible to construct a 
Lyapunov functional on an invariant subspace of the state space 








 
A
daaxaxACxX
0
0 )()()0(:)];0,([  . We next introduce a technical assumption. 
 
(H1) The function )];,0([0  AC  satisfies 0)( a  for all ],0[ Aa  and 1)(
0

A
daa . Moreover, 
there exists 0  such that 1)()(
0
 
A A
a
dadssra  , where 
1
0
)(:









 
A
daaar  . 
 
The following result provides the construction of a Lyapunov functional for system (4.1) under 
assumption (H1).  
 
Theorem 4.4 (Lyapunov functional for linear IDEs with special kernels): Consider system (4.1), 
where )];,0([0  AC  satisfies assumption (H1). Let 0  be a real number for which 
1)()(
0
 
A A
a
dadssra  , where 
1
0
)(:









 
A
daaar  . Define the functional XV :  by means of the 
equation: 
 )()()exp(max:)(
],0[
xPaxaxV
Aa


                                                    (4.8) 
where 0  is a real number for which 1)exp()()(
0
 
A A
a
daadssra   and XP :  is the 
functional defined by (4.4). Then the following relations hold 
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)()( 0xPxP t  , for all 0t                                                      (4.9) 
 
   )()()(suplim 1
0
ttht
h
xVxVxVh 

 
, for all 0t                              (4.10) 
for every solution of (4.1).  
 
 
Remark 4.5: Theorem 4.4 is a Lyapunov-like version of the scalar strong ergodic theorem 
(compare with Corollary 4.2) for kernels that satisfy assumption (H1). Corollary 4.2 does not allow 
us to estimate the magnitude of the constant 0  that determines the convergence rate. On the 
other hand, Theorem 4.4 allows us to estimate 0 : the Comparison Lemma on page 85 in [19] 
and differential inequality (4.10) guarantee that )()exp()( 0xVtxV t   for all 0t  and for every 
solution of (4.1). Using (4.9), definition (4.8) and the previous estimate, we can guarantee that 
     )()(max))(exp()()(max)()(max 0
],0[
0
],0[],0[
xPaxAtxPatxxPatx
AaAa
t
Aa


 , for all 0t  
Therefore, bounds for 0  can be computed in a straightforward way using the inequality 
1)exp()()(
0
 
A A
a
daadssra   (e.g., an allowable value for 0  is 








  

A A
a
dadssraA
0
1 )()(ln  ). 
Moreover, Corollary 4.2 does not provide a Lyapunov-like functional for equation (4.1). However, 
the cost of these features is the loss of generality: while Corollary 4.2 holds for all kernels 
  ];,0[
1 APC  that satisfy 0)( a  for all ],0[ Aa  and 1)(
0

A
daa , Theorem 4.4 holds only for 
kernels that satisfy Assumption (H1).     
 
   Theorem 4.4 can allow us to guarantee exponential stability for the zero solution of (4.1), when 
the state evolves in certain invariant subsets of the state space. This is shown in the following result.  
 
Corollary 4.6 (Lyapunov functional for linear IDEs on invariant sets): Consider system (4.1), 
where )];,0([0  AC  satisfies assumption (H1). Let 0  be a real number for which 
1)()(
0
 
A A
a
dadssra  , where 
1
0
)(:









 
A
daaar  . Let XP :  be the functional defined by (4.4). 
Define the functional XW :  by means of the equation: 
 )()exp(max:)(
],0[
axaxW
Aa


                                                (4.11) 
where 0  is a real number for which 1)exp()()(
0
 
A A
a
daadssra  . Let XS   be a positively 
invariant set for system (4.1) and let ),[:  SC , where 0  is a constant and )];0,([0  ACS  
is an open set with SS  , be a continuous functional that satisfies 
   0)()(suplim 1
0


 
tht
h
xCxCh                                               (4.12) 
for every 0t  and for every solution )(tx  of (4.1) with Sxt  . Then for every Sx 0  with 
0)( 0 xP  and for every ));,0([
1
  CKb , the following hold for the solution )(tx  of (4.1) 
with initial condition Sx 0 : 
   )())(()())(()())(()(suplim 1
0
ttttththt
h
xWxWbxCxWbxCxWbxCh 

 
 , for all 0t     (4.13) 
0)( txP , for all 0t                                                  (4.14) 
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Remark 4.7: (a) The differential inequality (4.12) is equivalent to the assumption that the mapping 
)( txCt   is non-increasing. 
(b) Using assumption (H1) and Lemma 4.1, we can guarantee that the mapping )(1 txgt  is non-
decreasing and that the mapping )(2 txgt   is non-increasing for every solution of (4.1), where 
 )];0,([:, 021 ACgg  are the continuous functionals  )(min:)(
],0[
1 axxg
Aa


 and  )(max:)(
],0[
2 axxg
Aa


. 
Indeed, Lemma 4.1 implies that for every solution of (4.1) it holds that: 
 
)()()()( 022101 xgxgxgxg tt  , for all 0t                                        (4.15) 
Consequently, any set XS   of the form  








1
],0[
)(min: caxXxS
Aa
,  








2
],0[
)(max: caxXxS
Aa
, 
   








2
],0[],0[
1 )(max)(min: caxaxcXxS
AaAa
, where 21 cc   are constants, is a positively invariant set for 
(4.1). Moreover, using the semigroup property for the solution of (4.1) and (4.15), we get  
)()()()(
2112 2211 tttt
xgxgxgxg  , for all 021  tt  
The above inequality shows that the mapping )(1 txgt  is non-decreasing and that the mapping 
)(2 txgt   is non-increasing for every solution of (4.1). 
 
 
5. Proofs of Main Results 
 
We next turn our attention to the proof of Theorem 2.1. Throughout this section we use the 
notation: 
  xDDDDxq ),(max,min:)( minmax   , for all x                     (5.1) 
 
Notice that )(xq  is a non-decreasing function, which satisfies the equation: 
 
  DxDsatxq )()( , for all x                                     (5.2) 
 
Equation (5.2) and the fact ),( maxmin DDD 
  imply the inequality 
 
 minmax ,max)( DDDDxq   , for all x                         (5.3)   
 
We also notice that the inequality  
 
 
x
x
DDDDxxq

 
1
,,1min)(
2
minmax  for all x                    (5.4) 
 
holds. Indeed, inequality (5.4) can be derived by using definition (5.1) and distinguishing three 
cases: (i)   DDxDD maxmin )( , (ii) 
 DDx max , and (iii) xDD 
 )( min . For case (i) we get 
from (5.1) 2)( xxxq   and since 
 
x
DDDD




1
,,1min
1 minmax , we conclude that (5.4) holds in this 
case. For case (ii) we get from (5.1)   xDDxxq  max)(  and since 
 minmaxmax ,,1min DDDDDD   , 
x
x
x


1
2
, we conclude that (5.4) holds in this case. The proof 
is similar for case (iii).   
 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on the transformation shown in Figure 1 and on the following 
lemmas. Their proofs can be found in the Appendix.  
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Lemma 5.1: Consider the control system 
2
0
))(),((,)()(
~
)(,)()(  
 ttdaatakttDDt
A
                           (5.5) 
where 0A  is a constant , ),( maxmin DDD 
  is a constant, 0minmax  DD  are constants, 
)];,0([
~ 0
 ACk  satisfies assumption (A) and 1)(
~
0

A
daak . The control system (5.5) is defined on the 
set S , where  
 0)(:)];0,([~ 0   PACSS , 








 
A
daaakACS
0
0 )()(
~
)0(:)),1(];0,([
~
  
and )(P  is the linear functional  
A A
a
dadsskarP
0
)(
~
)(:)(   with 
1
0
)(
~
:









 
A
daakar . The measured 
output of system (5.5) is given by the equation  








 
A
daatagttY
0
)()(1ln)()(                                           (5.6) 
where the function )];,0([0  ACg  satisfies 0)( ag  for all ],0[ Aa  and 1)(
0

A
daag . Consider the 
closed-loop system (5.5) with the dynamic feedback law given by 
 
    2211221121 ))(),(()(,)()()(,)()()()()(  tztztztYtzltztYtzltDtztz         (5.7) 
and 
 )()()( 2 tYtzsattD                                                        (5.8) 
where 0,, 21 ll  are constants. Let 0, 21 pp  be a pair of constants satisfying 
  21211
2
2211 4822 plplplpl  , 2
2
1 4pp  . Then there exist sufficiently large constants 0, GM  and 
sufficiently small constants 0, L  such that for every constant 0  and for every 20 z , 
S),( 00   the solution Sttz t 
2)),(),((   of the closed-loop system (5.5), (5.6) with (5.7), 
(5.8) and initial condition ),())0(),0(( 00 zz   , )()( 0 aa    for all ],0[ Aa , is unique, exists for 
all 0t  and satisfies the differential inequality  
  
)),(),((1
)),(),((
)),(),(()),(),((suplim 1
0 t
t
tht
h tztV
tztV
LtztVhtzhtVh




 

 
, for all 0t  
(5.9) 
where  )),1(];0,([:
02 ACV  is the continuous functional defined by:  
),,(),,(:),,( 2  zQzQGzV                                              (5.10) 
 
 
2
],0[
],0[2
22211
2
1
)(min,0min1
)()exp(max
2
)())(()(:),,(























a
aa
M
DzpDzzpzzQ
Aa
Aa


            (5.11) 
 
Lemma 5.2: Suppose that there exists a constant 0L  such that the continuous function 
 :  satisfies: 
  
)(1
)(
)()(suplim 1
0 t
t
Lthth
h 




 
, for all 0t                          (5.12) 
Then the following estimate holds: 
   





 t
L
t
2
exp1)0(,0maxexp)0()(  , for all 0t                           (5.13) 
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We are now ready to provide the proof of Theorem 2.1.  
 
Proof of Theorem 2.1: Define 
1
)()(
)(
)(
0
0
0 


 faf
af
a , for all ],0[ Aa                                  (5.14) 
 )(ln 00 f                                                               (5.15) 
 
It is straightforward to verify (using definitions (2.8), (5.14), equation (2.4) and the fact that 








 

a
dssaDakak
0
)(exp)()(
~
  for all ],0[ Aa ) that 0)( 0 P , where  
A A
a
dadsskarP
0
)(
~
)()(   with 
1
0
)(
~
:









 
A
daakar . Define 
 yafapag /)()(:)( , for all ],0[ Aa                                  (5.16) 
Notice that (2.4) and the fact that 
1
0 0
)(exp)(


















  
A a
dadssaDapyM  imply that the function 
)];,0([0  ACg  satisfies 0)( ag  for all ],0[ Aa  and 1)(
0

A
daag .  
    Next consider the solution Sttz t 
2)),(),((   of the closed-loop system (5.5) with (5.7), 
(5.8) and initial condition ),())0(),0(( 00 zz   , )()( 0 aa    for all ],0[ Aa . Lemma 5.1 
guarantees that the solution Sttz t 
2)),(),((   of the closed-loop system (5.5) with (5.7), (5.8) 
exists for all 0t . The solution of the IDE  
A
daatakt
0
)()(
~
)(   is 1C  on ),0(   since it coincides 
with the solution of the delay differential equation  
A
daatakAtAktkt
0
)()(
~
)()(
~
)()0(
~
)(   with 
the same initial condition. Therefore by virtue of (5.14), the function defined by: 
  
  ))(exp()()(1),( tafatatf    for ],0[),( Aat                           (5.17) 
 
is continuous and  ),0(;1  fDCf , where  },0{)(:),0(),0(),( ABtaAatD f   and ),0( AB   
is the finite (possibly empty) set where the derivative of Xf
~
0   is not defined or is not continuous. 
Since St  , it follows that Xtf
~
][   for all 0t , where ),()])([( atfatf   for ],0[ Aa . Using (5.15), 
(5.17) and (5.5) we conclude that 
 ])[(ln)( tft  , for all 0t                                       (5.18) 
 
    Moreover, using (5.5), (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), (5.16), (5.17) and (5.18), we conclude that equations 
(2.5), (2.6), (2.7) hold for all 0t  and equation (2.1) holds for all fDat ),( . Finally, by virtue of 
(5.14), (5.15) and (5.17), it follows that 0)0( zz  , )(),0( 0 afaf   for all ],0[ Aa . 
     Using (2.11), (2.12), (5.17), (5.18) we conclude that ])[),(()),(),(( tftzWtztV t   for all 0t . 
Therefore, the differential inequality (5.9) implies the differential inequality (2.13). 
 
Lemma 5.2 in conjunction with inequality (5.9), implies that the following estimate holds: 
 
   





 t
L
zVzVtztV t
2
exp1),,(,0maxexp),,()),(),(( 000000  , for all 0t          (5.19) 
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Since 0, 21 pp  is a pair of constants with 2
2
1 4pp  , it follows that the quadratic form 
2
22211
2
1:)( epeepeeA   is positive definite. Therefore, there exist constants 012  KK , such that 
2
2
2
22211
2
1
2
1 )( eKepeepeeAeK  , for all 
2e . Using the previous inequality, (5.10), (5.11) 
and (5.19), we obtain the following estimates for all 0t : 
   





 t
L
zVzVt
2
exp1),,(,0maxexp),,()( 000000
2                          (5.20) 
 
 
   
















t
L
zVzV
a
aa
M
G
t
Aa
t
Aa
2
exp1),,(,0maxexp),,(
)(min,0min1
)()exp(max
2
000000
],0[
],0[



           (5.21) 
     





  t
L
zVzVDtzttzG
2
exp1),,(,0maxexp),,()(,)()(max 000000211          (5.22) 
Estimates (5.20), (5.21), (5.22) and the fact that 0, GM  are sufficiently large constants (with 
31 G  and 3
2

M
G ), imply the following estimate for all 0t : 
 
 
     















 


t
L
zVzVzV
Dtztz
a
aa
t
t
Aa
t
Aa
4
exp1),,(,0maxexp),,(),,(
)()(
)(min,0min1
)()exp(max
)(
000000000
21
],0[
],0[




           (5.23) 
Using (5.17) and the fact that 
)0,min(1
)1ln(
x
x
x

  for all 1x , we get the estimate for all 
],0[ Aa : 
 
 
 






















)(min,0min1
)()exp(max)exp(
)(
)(,0min1
)(
)(
)(
),(
ln
],0[
],0[
s
ssA
t
at
at
t
af
atf
t
As
t
As





  
which implies the following estimate for all 0t : 
 
 



























)(min,0min1
)()exp(max)exp(
)(
)(
),(
lnmax
],0[
],0[
],0[
a
aaA
t
af
atf
t
Aa
t
Aa
Aa


                                (5.24) 
Combining (5.23) and (5.24), we obtain the following estimate for all 0t : 
     

























t
L
zVzVzVA
Dtztz
af
atf
Aa
4
exp1),,(,0maxexp),,(),,()exp(
)()(
)(
),(
lnmax
000000000
21
],0[

       (5.25) 
Taking into account (5.25), we conclude that the validity of (2.10) relies on showing that there 
exists a function Kb  that satisfies the following inequality for all Xf
~
0   and 
2
0 z  and for 
S),( 00   satisfying (5.14), (5.15):  

























 

Dzz
af
af
bzV
Aa
0,20,1
0
],0[
000
)(
)(
lnmax),,(                                 (5.26) 
In order to show (5.26), and taking into account definitions (5.10), (5.11), it suffices to show there 
exist functions Kbb 21 ,  for which the following inequalities hold for all Xf
~
0   and for 
S),( 00   satisfying (5.14), (5.15):  
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
























 )(
)(
lnmax 0
],0[
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af
af
b
Aa
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 
 


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
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




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





















)(
)(
lnmax
)(min,0min1
)()exp(max
0
],0[
2
0
],0[
0
],0[
af
af
b
a
aa
Aa
Aa
Aa


           (5.27) 
In what follows we are using repeatedly the notation 

















 )(
)(
lnmax 0
],0[ af
af
v
Aa
 and the fact that  
)exp(
)(
)(
max
)(
)(
min)exp( 0
],0[
0
],0[
v
af
af
af
af
v
AaAa










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Inequalities (5.29) is derived by means of definition (2.8), which directly implies 
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Notice that for the last equality above we have used integration by parts for the integral in the 
numerator. Combining (5.28), (5.29) and using (5.15) we get: 
 
v0                                                                 (5.30) 
 
Consequently, (5.30) shows that the first inequality (5.27) holds with ssb )(1  for all 0s . On the 
other hand, using (5.14), (5.15) we get for all Xf
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Using (5.28) and (5.30), we obtain for all Xf
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The following inequality is a direct consequence of (5.32): 
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Consequently, (5.33) shows that the second inequality (5.27) holds with )1)2)(exp(2exp()(2  sssb  for 
all 0s . The proof is complete.        
 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 is based on the transformation shown in Figure 1 and on the following 
lemma. Its proof can be found in the Appendix.  
 
Lemma 5.3: Consider the control system (5.5) where 0A  is a constant , ),( maxmin DDD 
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where 0T  is a constant. Let     ];,0[];0,[: 00 ACACG  be the operator defined by the relation 
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We are now ready to provide the proof of Theorem 2.4.  
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Proof of Theorem 2.4: Define S),( 00   by means of (5.14), (5.15). It is straightforward to 
verify (using definitions (2.8), (5.14), equation (2.4) and the fact that 
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Combining (5.35) and (5.36), we obtain the following estimate for all 0t : 
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Estimate (2.15) for certain K  is a direct consequence and inequalities (5.27) for certain 
Kbb 21 , . The proof is complete.        
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6. Using a Reduced Order Observer 
 
Instead of using the full-order observer (2.6) of the system )()()( tDtDt   , 0)(  tD , one can 
think of the possibility of using a reduced order observer that estimates the equilibrium value of the 
dilution rate D . Such a dynamic, output feedback law will be given by the equations: 
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where 0,, 21 ll  are constants. In such a case, a solution of the initial-value problem (2.1), (2.2), 
(2.5) with (6.1), (6.2) with initial condition Xzf
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The mapping  Xtztft
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For the reduced-order observer case, we are in a position to prove, exactly in the same way of 
proving Theorem 2.1, the following result. Since its proof is almost identical to the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, it is omitted.  
 
Theorem 6.1 (Stabilization with a reduced order observer): Consider the age-structured 
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Moreover, the continuous functional  )),0(];,0([:
0 ACW  defined by: 
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 )];,0([: 0 AC  is given by (2.8), 0  is a sufficiently small constant and 0, GM  are 
sufficiently large constants, is a Lyapunov functional for the closed-loop system (2.1), (2.2), (2.5) 
with (6.1), (6.2), in the sense that every solution Xtztf
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])[),((
])[),((])[),((suplim 1
0 tftzW
tftzW
LtftzWhtfhtzWh
h 

 
, for all 0t           (6.6) 
 
The family of dynamic, bounded, output feedback laws (6.1), (6.2) presents the same features as the 
family (2.6), (2.7). The only difference lies in the dimension of the observer.   
 
 
7. Simulations 
 
To demonstrate the sampled-data control design from Theorem 2.4, three simulations were carried 
out. In each simulation we considered the case where 
 
2A , 1.0)(   a , 1D                                               (7.1) 
 
and the birth modulus is given by 
agak )( , ]1,0[a  and gaak )2()(  , ]2,1(a ,                               (7.2) 
 
where 0g  is the constant for which the Lotka-Sharpe condition (2.3) holds. The model is 
dimensionless (a dimensionless version of (2.1), (2.2) can be obtained by using appropriate scaling 
of all variables). After a simple calculation it can be found that the constant 0g  is given by: 
 
718728.2
1
)(
2
)(
2






De
D
g


                                              (7.3) 
The output is given by the equation 

2
0
),()( daatfty , 0t                                                   (7.4) 
In other words, the output is the total concentration of the microorganism in the chemostat. The 
chosen equilibrium profile that has to be stabilized is the profile that is given by the equation: 
 
 aDaf )(exp)(   , for ]2,0[a                                         (7.5)  
 
The equilibrium value of the output is given by: 
 
 
808361.0
)(2exp1* 







D
D
y                                          (7.6) 
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Two sampled-data feedback laws were tested: the state feedback law given by  
 
  )0(/)0,(ln)( 1   fiTfTDsatDtD i , 
for all ))1(,[ TiiTt   and for all integers 0i                                      (7.7) 
 
which is the sampled-data feedback law proposed in [18], and the output feedback law given by 
 
    yiTyTDsatDtD i /)(ln)( 1 , 
for all ))1(,[ TiiTt   and for all integers 0i                                         (7.8) 
 
which is the sampled-data feedback law given by Theorem 2.4. For both feedback laws we chose:  
 
4.0T , 5.0min D , 5.1max D                                            (7.9) 
 
The following family of functions was used for initial conditions: 
 
)exp()( 100 acabbaf  , for ]2,0[a                               (7.10) 
 
where 0,,0 cb  are free parameters and the constant 1b  is chosen so that the condition 

2
0
00 )()()0( daafakf  holds. After some simple calculations we find that 
  122011 1)1(   cgecbggb                                      (7.11) 
 
However, we notice that not all parameters 0,,0 cb  can be used because the additional condition 
  0)(min 0
]2,0[


af
a
 must hold as well.  
 
The simulations were made with the generation of a uniform grid of function values: 
 
),( jhihf , for 50,...,1,0j  and 0i                                     (7.12) 
 
where 04.0h . For 0i  we had )(),0( 0 jhfjhf   for 50,...,1,0j . The calculation of the integrals 

2
0
),()( daaihfihy  and 
2
0
),()()0,( daaihfakihf  for every 0i , was made numerically. However, since 
we wanted the numerical integrator to be able to evaluate exactly the integrals 
2
0
),()( daaihfihy  and 

2
0
),()()0,( daaihfakihf  for every 0i  when ][ihf  is an exponential function, i.e., when 
)exp(),( aCaihf   for ]2,0[a  and for certain constants ,C , we could not use a conventional 
numerical integration scheme like the trapezoid’s rule or Simpson’s rule. The reason for this 
demand to be able to evaluate exactly the integrals 
2
0
),()( daaihfihy  and 
2
0
),()()0,( daaihfakihf  for 
every 0i  when ][ihf  is an exponential function is explained by the fact that the equilibrium profile 
(given by (7.5)) is an exponential function and we would like to avoid a steady-state error due to the 
error induced by the numerical integration. To this end, we used the following integration schemes: 
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for 49,...,3,2j  and 0i                                                              (7.13) 
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for 24,...,3,2j  and 0i                                              (7.15) 
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for 49,...,26,25j  and 0i                                                  (7.17) 
 
The derivation of formulas (7.13), (7.14), (7.15), (7.16), (7.17) is based on the interpolation of the 
function )exp()(
~
aCaf jjj   through the points  ),(, jhihfjh  and  ))1(,(,)1( hjihfhj   for 49,...,2,1j . 
More specifically, we obtain for 49,...,2,1j : 
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Based on the above interpolation, the exact integration formulas are used. For example, for the 
integral 
 hj
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Combining the above formulas with the estimated values for jjC ,  given by (7.18), we obtain 
formula (7.15). Similarly, we derive formulas (7.13), (7.14), (7.16) and (7.17). Notice that the 
formulas (7.13), (7.14), (7.15), (7.16), (7.17) allow the numerical evaluation of the integrals 

2
0
),()( daaihfihy  and 
2
0
),()()0,( daaihfakihf  for every 0i  without knowledge of )0,(ihf .  
 
Since the time step has been chosen to be equal to the discretization space step h , we are able to use 
the exact formula: 
 hDhjihfjhhif i )(exp))1(,(),)1((   , for 50,...,2,1j  and 0i            (7.19) 
 
Therefore, we are in a position to use the following algorithm for the simulation of the closed-loop 
system under the effect of the output feedback law (7.8). 
 
Algorithm: Given ),( jhihf , for 50,...,1j  and certain 0i  do the following: 
  Calculate 

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25
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2
)()()0,(
j
i
j
i jKgjJgihf , where )(),( jKjJ ii  are given by (7.15), (7.16), (7.17). 
  Calculate 


49
2
)()(
j
i jIihy , where )( jI i  is given by (7.13), (7.14). 
  If 
T
ih
 is an integer then set      yihyTDDDDi /)(ln,min,max 1maxmin ; else set 1 ii DD . 
  Calculate ),)1(( jhhif  , for 50,...,1j  using (7.19).  
 
The above algorithm with obvious modifications was also used for the simulation of the open-loop 
system as well as for the simulation of the closed-loop system under the effect of the output 
feedback law (7.7). 
 
   In our first simulation, we used the parameter values 2.00 b , 15184212.01 b , 8.0c , 1  in our 
initial conditions. In Figure 2, we plot the control values and the newborn individual values. We 
show the values for the open loop feedback 1)( tD , and for the state and output feedbacks from 
(7.7) and (7.8). Our simulation shows the efficacy of our control design. 
 
   In our second simulation, we changed the parameter values to 10 b , 7592106.01 b , 4c , 1  
and plotted the same values as before, in Figure 3. The responses for the output feedback law (7.7) 
and the output feedback law (7.8) are almost identical. The second simulation was made with an 
initial condition which is not close to the equilibrium profile (in the sense that it is an initial 
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condition with very large initial population). The difference in the performance of the feedback 
controllers (7.7) and (7.8) cannot be distinguished. 
   In the final simulation, we tested the robustness of the controller with respect to errors in the 
choice of D  being used in the controllers. We chose the values 2.00 b , 15184212.01 b , 8.0c , 
1 , but instead of (7.7) and (7.8), we applied the following controllers: the state feedback law  
 
  )0(/)0,(ln7.0)( 1  fiTfTsatDtD i , 
for all ))1(,[ TiiTt   and for all integers 0i                                    (7.20) 
 
and the output feedback law given by 
   yiTyTsatDtD i /)(ln7.0)( 1 , 
for all ))1(,[ TiiTt   and for all integers 0i                                   (7.21) 
 
We obtained in both cases:   1275.1)0,(lim 

tf
t
 and   1)(lim  

DtD
t
. A -30% error in D  gives a 
+12.75% steady-state deviation from the desired value of the newborn individuals. See Figure 4. 
Notice that a constant error in D  is equivalent to an error in the set point since we have: 
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for the state feedback case (7.7) and  
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for the output feedback case (7.8). 
 
 
8. Concluding Remarks 
 
    Age-structured chemostats present challenging control problems for first-order hyperbolic PDEs 
that require novel results. We studied the problem of stabilizing an equilibrium age profile in an 
age-structured chemostat, using the dilution rate as the control. We built a family of dynamic, 
bounded, output feedback laws with continuously adjusted input that ensures asymptotic stability 
under arbitrary physically meaningful initial conditions and does not require knowledge of the 
model. We also built a sampled-data, bounded, output feedback stabilizer which guarantees 
asymptotic stability under arbitrary physically meaningful initial conditions and requires only the 
knowledge of one parameter: the equilibrium value of the dilution rate. In addition, we provided a 
family of CLFs for the age-structured chemostat model. The construction of the CLF was based on 
novel stability results on linear IDEs, which are of independent interest. The newly developed 
results, provide a Lyapunov-like proof of the scalar, strong ergodic theorem for special cases of the 
integral kernel.  
   Since the growth of the microorganism may sometimes depend on the concentration of a limiting 
substrate, it would be useful to solve the stabilization problem for an enlarged system that has one 
PDE for the age distribution, coupled with one ODE for the substrate (as proposed in [29], in the 
context of studying limit cycles with constant dilution rates instead of a control). This is going to be 
the topic of our future research.  
 
Acknowledgements: The authors would like to thank Michael Malisoff for his help in the initial 
stages of the writing process of the paper.  
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Figure 2: Simulation for the initial condition given by (7.10) with 2.00 b , 
15184212.01 b , 8.0c , 1 . The upper part of the figure shows the response for 
the newborn individuals. The solid line with bullets is for the state feedback (7.7), 
the dashed line is for the output feedback (7.8) and the bulleted line is for the 
open-loop system with 1)( tD . The lower part of the figure shows the applied 
control action )(tD . Again, the solid line is for the state feedback (7.7), the dashed 
line is for the output feedback (7.8), while the bulleted line shows the equilibrium 
value ( 1D ) of the dilution rate.   
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Figure 3: Simulation for the initial condition given by (7.10) with 10 b , 
7592106.01 b , 4c , 1 . The upper part of the figure shows the response for the 
newborn individuals. The solid line is both for the state feedback (7.7) and for the 
output feedback (7.8) (identical) and the bulleted line is for the open-loop system 
with 1)( tD . The lower part of the figure shows the applied control action )(tD . 
Again, the solid line is both for the state feedback (7.7) and for the output 
feedback (7.8), while the bulleted line shows the equilibrium value ( 1D ) of the 
dilution rate. 
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Figure 4: Control in presence of modeling errors (-30% error in D ). Simulation 
for the initial condition given by (7.10) with 2.00 b , 15184212.01 b , 8.0c , 1 . 
The upper part of the figure shows the response for the newborn individuals. The 
solid line is for the state feedback (7.20), the dashed line is for the output feedback 
(7.21), while the dotted line shows the equilibrium value ( 1f ) of the newborn 
individuals. The lower part of the figure shows the applied control action )(tD . 
Again, the solid line is for the state feedback (7.20), the dashed line is for the 
output feedback (7.21), while the bulleted line shows the equilibrium value 
( 1D ) of the dilution rate.  
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Appendix 
 
Proof of Proposition 2.3: Define for ],0[ 1  r : 
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Define the Lebesgue measurable sets: 
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Since ],0[ TSS    and 1)(
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
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a
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Moreover, since ],0[ 1  r  and 1)(
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A
a
dssk  for all ],0[ Aa , it follows that SS 
 . Therefore, we 
obtain from (A.6): 
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Definition (A.4) and the fact that 0)(
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A
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Combining the previous inequality with (A.7) and (A.5) we obtain the desired inequality 
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Proof of Lemma 4.1: Local existence and uniqueness for every initial condition    );0,[ AL  is 
guaranteed by Theorem 2.1 in [16].  
 
Define for all 0t  for which the solution of (4.1) exists:  
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Let 0q  and 0t  be sufficiently small so that the solution exists on ),[ qtt  . We get from 
definition (A.8) and equation (4.1): 
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Using the fact that 1)(:
0
 
A
daaL   and assuming that ),min(   Aq , we obtain from (A.9): 
  )()(),(max)( qtcVcLtVtVqtV                                           (A.10) 
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Using the fact that 0  is a constant with 1)(:
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Similarly, we get from definition (A.8), equation (4.1) and the fact that ),min(   Aq : 
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It follows from (A.11) and (A.13) that the solution of (4.1) is bounded on ),[ qtt   for 
),min(   Aq . A standard contradiction argument in conjunction with Theorem 2.1 in [16] implies 
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for all integers  max10 thi  , where ),min(   Ah . Moreover, using the fact that 1L , (A.14), 
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which contradicts the assertion that 
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Inequality (4.2) is a direct consequence of definitions (A.8), the fact that 1L  and inequalities 
(A.11), (A.13), (A.14). The proof is complete.         
 
Proof of Corollary 4.2: Since (4.1) holds and since 
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It follows from (A.16) that the following estimate holds for all At  : 
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When At 0 , we get from (A.16): 
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Moreover, using definition (4.4) and the fact that 
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The two above inequalities give for At 0 : 
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Combining (A.17) and (A.18), we conclude that estimate (4.6) holds with    and 
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Proof of Lemma 4.3: Notice that since ));,([0  ACx , it follows that the mapping 
)( txVt  is continuous. We have for all 0, ht  with Ah  : 
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Using (4.1) and (A.19) we obtain: 
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Consequently, we obtain from (A.20) for all 0, ht  with Ah  : 
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Ah  : 
)()exp()( tht xVhxV                                                       (A.23) 
 
It follows from (A.23) for all 0t  and ),0( Ah : 
 
    )(1)exp()()( 11 ttht xVhhxVxVh 


                                      (A.24) 
 
Letting 0h  and using (A.24), we obtain (4.7). The proof is complete.         
 
Proof of Theorem 4.4: Notice that since ));,([0  ACx , it follows that the mappings 
)( txVt , )( txPt  are continuous. Moreover, definition (4.4) implies that 
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  
 

t
At
A
wt
A A
a
t dwdsswxrdadssatxrxP )()()()()(
0
  
It follows from Leibniz’s rule that the mapping )(),0( txPt  is continuously differentiable and 
its derivative satisfies 








 

At
At
t daaatxtxrdwwtwxrtrxxP
dt
d
0
)()()()()()()(  , for all 0t  
Notice that for the derivation of the above equality we have used the fact that 1)(
0

A
daa . Using 
(4.1) we can conclude that (4.9) holds. Next, define  
)()()( 0xPtxty  , for all At                                            (A.25) 
Using (4.1), definition (A.25) and the fact that 1)(
0

A
daa , we obtain: 
 
A
daatyaty
0
)()()(  , for all 0t                                           (A.26) 
Moreover, it follows from definition (4.4) and (4.9) that: 
)()()()()(0 0
0
0 xPdadssatxrxPxP
A A
a
t    , for all 0t                         (A.27) 
Since 1)()(
00
  
AA A
a
daaardadssr  , we obtain from (A.25) and (A.27): 
  








A A
a
dadssraty
0
)()(0  , for all 0t                                      (A.28) 
Combining (A.26) and (A.28), we get: 
  








A A
a
dadssraatyty
0
)()()()(  , for all 0t                              (A.29) 
where 0  is the real number for which 1)()(
0
 
A A
a
dadssra  . Therefore, we are in a position to 
apply Lemma 4.3 for the solution of (A.29). More specifically, we get:  
 
   )()()(suplim 1
0
ttht
h
yWyWyWh 

 
, for all 0t                               (A.30) 
 
where  )()exp(max:)(
],0[
atyayW
Aa
t 

  and 0  is a real number for which 
1)exp()()(
0
 
A A
a
daadssra  . Finally, we notice that definitions (4.8), (A.25) and equality (4.9) 
imply the following equalities: 
   
  )()()exp(max
)()()exp(max)()()exp(max)(
],0[
0
],0[],0[
t
Aa
Aa
t
Aa
t
yWatya
xPatxaxPatxaxV






               (A.31) 
The differential inequality (4.10) is a direct consequence of equation (A.31) and inequality (A.30). 
The proof is complete.         
 
Proof of Corollary 4.6: Working as in the proof of Theorem 4.4, we show that (4.14) holds. Since 
),[:  SC  is a continuous functional and ));,([0  ACx , it follows that the mappings 
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)( txCt , )( txWt  are continuous. Applying Theorem 4.4 and taking into account the 
fact that 0)( txP  for all 0t , we obtain: 
   )()()(suplim 1
0
ttht
h
xWxWxWh 

 
, for all 0t                        (A.32) 
Let )(tx  be a solution of (4.1). The differential inequalities (4.12), (A.32) imply that the 
mappings )( txCt  , )( txWt   are non-increasing. Consequently, we get 
))(()())(()( htththt xWbxCxWbxC    for all 0h , which implies 
 
   ))(())(()())(()())(()( 11 thtttththt xWbxWbxChxWbxCxWbxCh  


 , for all 0h  
 
By virtue of the mean value theorem, we obtain the existence of )1,0(s  such that 
 
   )()1()()()())(())(( httthttht xWsxsWbxWxWxWbxWb   . 
 
Using the fact that the mapping )( txWt   is non-increasing and combining the above relations, we 
obtain 
 
 
    )()1()(min)()()(
))(()())(()(
]1,0[
1
1
htt
s
thtt
tththt
xWsxsWbxWxWhxC
xWbxCxWbxCh








                         (A.33) 
for all sufficiently small 0h . The differential inequality (4.13) is a direct consequence of 
inequalities (A.32), (A.33) and the fact that the mapping )( txWt   is continuous. The proof is 
complete.         
 
 
Proof of Lemma 5.1: By virtue of Remark 4.7 and Corollary 4.6, for every S0  the solution of 
the IDE  
A
daatakt
0
)()(
~
)(    exists for all 0t , is unique and satisfies St   for all 0t . More 
specifically, using Lemma 4.1, we can guarantee that the solution )),1();,([0  ACt  of the 
IDE  
A
daatakt
0
)()(
~
)(   satisfies  
    1)(min)(inf 0
0


st
sAAt
 , for all 0t                                   (A.34) 
Indeed, since    ;,0
~ 0 ACk  with 1)(
~
0

A
daak , it follows that all assumptions of Lemma 4.1 hold. 
Therefore, we get from (4.2) with 1L  and arbitrary )1,0(c  that the inequality 
 
       )(sup)(sup)(inf)(inf 0
000
0
0
aatata
aAaAaAaA


  
 
holds for all 0t . Inequality (A.34) is a direct consequence of continuity of S0  and the above 
inequality.  
    Given the facts that )];,0([0  ACg  satisfies 0)( ag  for all ],0[ Aa  with 1)(
0

A
daag  and that the 
solution )),1();,([0  ACt  of the IDE  
A
daatakt
0
)()(
~
)(   satisfies (A.34), we are in a 
position to guarantee that the mapping  )(tvt  defined by   
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







 
A
daatagtv
0
)()(1ln)(  , for all 0t                                   (A.35) 
 
is well-defined and is a continuous mapping. It follows that for every 20 z , 0  the solution of 
the system of differential equations  )()()()( 2 tvttzsatDt  
 , 
   )()()()()()()()( 11221 tvttzltvttzsattztz   ,  )()()()( 122 tvttzltz    exists locally and is 
unique. Moreover, due to the fact that the right hand side of the differential equations satisfies a 
linear growth condition, it follows that the solution  2))(),(( ttz   of the system of differential 
equations  )()()()( 2 tvttzsatDt  
 ,    )()()()()()()()( 11221 tvttzltvttzsattztz   , 
 )()()()( 122 tvttzltz    exists for all 0t . Due to definition (A.35) and equations (5.6), (5.8), we 
are in a position to conclude that the constructed mappings coincide with a solution 
Sttz t 
2)),(),((   of the closed-loop system (5.5) with (5.7), (5.8) with initial condition 
2
0 z , S),( 00  . Uniqueness of solution of the closed-loop system (5.5) with (5.7), (5.8) is a 
direct consequence of the above procedure of the construction of the solution.  
 
Define 


Dtzte
ttzte
)()(
)()()(
22
11 
, for all 0t                                         (A.36) 
 
and notice that equations (5.5), (5.6), (5.7), (A.35) and definition (A.36) allow us to conclude that 
the following differential equations hold for all 0t : 
   
     )()(2)(2
)()()(22)()2()()()()(
211221211
2
21212211
2
1121
2
22211
2
1
tvtelplptelpl
teptetelppltepllteptetepte
dt
d


     (A.37)   
 
)()()(
)()()()(
2122
11121
tvltelte
tvlteltete




                                                      (A.38) 
 
Since the inequalities 0, 21 ll , 0, 21 pp ,  
2
1211
2
2211 4822 plplplpl  , 2
2
1 4pp   hold, it follows that 
the quadratic forms 222211
2
1:)( epeepeeA  ,  
2
21212211
2
1121 22)2(:)( epeelppleplleB   are 
positive definite (recall Remark 2.2(vi)). It follows that there exist constants 012  KK , 
034  KK  such that 
 
2
2
2
22211
2
1
2
1 )( eKepeepeeAeK  , for all 
2e                         (A.39) 
 
  24
2
21212211
2
1121
2
3 22)2()( eKepeelppleplleBeK  , for all 
2e        (A.40) 
 
Using (A.37), (A.39), (A.40) and the inequality 
    
    2
3
2
1122
2
21123
211221211
2
22
2
22 v
K
lplplpl
e
K
velplpelpl

  (which holds for all 2e  
and v ), we conclude that there exist constants 0, c  such that the following differential 
inequality holds for all 0t : 
    22222112122221121 )()()()()(2)()()()( tvcteptetepteteptetepte
dt
d
                 (A.41)   
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Since )];,0([
~ 0
 ACk  satisfies assumption (H1) and since the mapping )(1 tgt   is non-
decreasing for every solution of the IDE  
A
daatakt
0
)()(
~
)(  , where 1g  is the continuous 
functional   )(min:)(
],0[
1 ag
Aa


  (recall Remark 4.7), it follows that the mapping 
 
2
],0[
)(min,0min1:)(














 aCt t
Aa
t   is non-increasing. Using Remark 4.7 and Corollary 4.6 with 
2/)( 2Mssb  , where 0M  is an arbitrary constant, we conclude that  
 
 
 
 
 
 
2
],0[
],0[
2
],0[
],0[
2
],0[
],0[1
0
)(min,0min1
)()exp(max
)(min,0min1
)()exp(max
2
)(min,0min1
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2
suplim








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










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
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
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


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

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


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

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


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






































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a
aa
M
a
aa
M
a
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M
h
t
Aa
t
Aa
t
Aa
t
Aa
ht
Aa
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Aa
h







, for all 0t      (A.42) 
where 0  is a real number for which 1)exp()(
~
)(
~
0
 
A A
a
daadsskrak  , 0  is a real number for 
which 1)(
~
)(
~
0
 
A A
a
dadsskrak   and 
1
0
)(
~
:









 
A
daakar . 
   Since
)0,min(1
)1ln(
x
x
x

  for all 1x  and using the facts that 0)( ag  for all ],0[ Aa  and 
1)(
0

A
daag , we obtain from (A.35): 
 
 










)(min,0min1
)exp()(max)exp(
)(
],0[
],0[
a
aaA
tv
t
Aa
t
Aa


, for all 0t                             (A.43) 
Using (A.41), (A.42), (A.43) we obtain the following differential inequality  
 
  
   
 
 
2
],0[
],0[2
22211
2
1
1
0
)(min,0min1
)()exp(max
)2exp()()()()(2
)),((
~
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~
suplim


























 
a
aa
AcMteptetepte
teQhteQh
t
Aa
t
Aa
tht
h




, for all 0t    (A.44) 
where  
 
 
2
],0[
],0[2
22211
2
1
)(min,0min1
)()exp(max
2
:),(
~























a
aa
M
epeepeeQ
Aa
Aa


                                 (A.45) 
Selecting )2exp(1 AcM   , we obtain from (A.44) and definition (A.45): 
 
   )),((~~2)),((~)),((~suplim 1
0
ttht
h
teQteQhteQh   

 
, for all 0t                     (A.46) 
where 




 

M
AcM
2
)2exp(
,min~

 .  
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Suppose that 0)),((
~
tteQ  . Since the mapping )),((
~
tteQt   is continuous, it follows that 
)),((
~
hthteQ    for all sufficiently small 0h . The differential inequality (A.46) implies that the 
mapping )),((
~
tteQt   is non-increasing. Consequently, by virtue of the mean value theorem, we 
obtain: 
))),((
~
2
))),((
~
))),((
~
))),((
~
))),((
~1
t
tht
tht
teQh
teQhteQ
teQhteQh









  
                        (A.47) 
for all sufficiently small 0h . Therefore, using (A.46), (A.47), we obtain the differential inequality  
 
)),((
~~)),((
~
)),((
~
suplim 1
0
ttht
h
teQteQhteQh  










  

 
                           (A.48) 
 
for all 0t  with 0)),((
~
tteQ  . On the other hand, using (A.39) and (A.45), we are in a position to 
conclude that 0)( te , 0t  when 0)),((
~
tteQ  . In this case and using (5.5), we conclude that 
0ht  for all 0h  (the unique solution of  
A
daatakt
0
)()(
~
)(  ). Therefore, in this case (A.35) 
implies that 0)(  htv  for all 0h . Finally, (A.38) and the facts that 0)( te  and 0)(  htv  for all 
0h , imply that 0)(  hte  for all 0h , when 0)),((
~
tteQ  . Definition (A.45) allows us to 
conclude that 0)),((
~
 hthteQ   for all 0h , when 0)),((
~
tteQ  . Therefore, the differential 
inequality (A.48) holds for all 0t .  
 
Finally, using (5.2), (5.5), (5.6), (5.8), (A.35), (A.36) we get for all 0t : 
 
      )()()()(2)()()()(2)( 222 tvtteqttvttzsatDtt
dt
d
          (A.49) 
 
We distinguish the following cases: 
-Case 1: )(
2
)()(2 ttvte 

   and 0)( t . In this case, we have )(
2
3
)()()()(
2
2 tttvtet 



 . 
Using the fact that the function q  defined by (5.1) is non-decreasing and the previous inequality we 
obtain from (A.49) that   





 )(
2
)(2)(2 tqtt
dt
d


 .  
-Case 2: )(
2
)()(2 ttvte 

   and 0)( t . In this case, we have )(
2
)()()()(
2
3
2 tttvtet 



 . 
Using the fact that the function q  defined by (5.1) is non-decreasing and the previous inequality we 
obtain from (A.49) that   





 )(
2
)(2)(2 tqtt
dt
d


 . 
-Case 3: )(
2
)()(2 ttvte 

  . Inequality (5.3) implies that 
   minmax2 ,max)()()( DDDDtvtteq    and  minmax ,max)(
2
DDDDtq 




 

. 
Consequently, we obtain from (A.49) that 
   
 minmax2
minmax
2
,max)()(
8
,max)(4)(
2
)(2)(
DDDDtvte
DDDDttqtt
dt
d















 
Combining all the above three cases, we conclude that  
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  )()()(
2
)(2)( 2
2 tvteRtqtt
dt
d


 





 , for all 0t                              (A.50) 
 
where  minmax1 ,max8: DDDDR   . Combining (A.46), (A.48) with (A.50) and using the 
triangle inequality, we obtain for every 0, G : 
 
)),((
~~2)),((
~~)()()(
2
)(2
)),((
~
)),((
~
)()),((
~
)),((
~
)(suplim
2
221
0
tt
tththt
h
teQteQGtvRteRtqt
teQteQGthteQhteQGhth






















  

 
, 
for all 0t                                                                     (A.51) 
 
Using (A.39), (A.43) and definition (A.45), we obtain:  
)),((
~
)(
2
)exp(,)(max 21 tteQtv
M
AteK  








 , for all 0t                          (A.52) 
 
Using (A.51) and (A.52), we obtain for every 0, G : 
 
)),((
~~2)),((
~
)exp(
2~)(
2
)(2
)),((
~
)),((
~
)()),((
~
)),((
~
)(suplim
1
221
0
tt
tththt
h
teQteQA
M
R
K
R
Gtqt
teQteQGthteQhteQGhth

































  

 
, 
for all 0t                                                              (A.53) 
Therefore, we obtain from (A.53), (5.4) and definitions (5.10), (5.11), (A.36), (A.45) for 
)exp(
~
2
~
1
A
M
R
K
R
G 



  the differential inequality (5.9) with 
   








  minmax
1
,,1min,2min),exp(
2~min: DDDDA
MG
R
KG
R
L 

 . The proof is complete.       
 
 
Proof of Lemma 5.2: First we notice that the differential inequality (5.12) shows that  :  
is non-increasing. We also make the following claim. 
 
Claim: 1)( t  for all Tt  , where  1)0(,0max2 1   LT .  
 
If 1)0(   then the claim holds by virtue of the fact that  :  is non-increasing.  
 
If 1)0(   then the proof of the claim is made by contradiction. Suppose that there exists Tt   with 
1)( t . Since  :  is non-increasing, it follows that 1)(   for all ],0[ t . Consequently, 
we obtain from (5.12): 
  
2)(1
)(
)()(suplim 1
0
L
Lhh
h



  

 , for all ],0[ t                      (A.54) 
Using the Comparison Lemma on page 85 in [19] and (A.54), we obtain 
2
)0()(
L
  for all 
],0[ t . Since 1
2
)0()(  T
L
T  , we obtain a contradiction. 
 
Since 1)( t  for all Tt  , we obtain from (5.12): 
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   )(
2
)()(suplim 1
0
t
L
thth
h
 
 
, for all Tt                            (A.55) 
Using the Comparison Lemma on page 85 in [19] and (A.55), we obtain 





 )(
2
exp)()( Tt
L
Tt   
for all Tt  . Using the fact that  1)0(,0max2 1   LT  (which implies the fact that 0T  when 
1)0(   and 1)( T  when 1)0(  ), we obtain the estimate (5.13) for all Tt  . Since  :  is 
non-increasing and satisfies )0()(  t  for all ],0[ Tt , we conclude that (5.13) holds for all 0t . 
The proof is complete.        
 
 
Proof of Lemma 5.3: By virtue of Remark 4.7 and Corollary 4.6, for every S0  the solution of 
the IDE  
A
daatakt
0
)()(
~
)(    exists for all 0t , is unique and satisfies St   for all 0t . More 
specifically, using Lemma 4.1, we can guarantee that the solution )),1();,([0  ACt  of the 
IDE  
A
daatakt
0
)()(
~
)(   satisfies (A.34). Working as in the proof of Theorem 4.4, we can also 
show that 
0)( tP  , for all 0t                                                  (A.56) 
Given the facts that )];,0([0  ACg  satisfies 0)( ag  for all ],0[ Aa  with 1)(
0

A
daag  and that the 
solution )),1();,([0  ACt  of the IDE  
A
daatakt
0
)()(
~
)(   satisfies (A.34), we are in a 
position to guarantee that the mapping  )(tvt  defined by (A.35) is well-defined and is a 
continuous mapping. It follows that for every 0  the solution of the differential equation 
 )()()( 11 iTvTiTTDsatDt    , for all integers 0i  and ))1(,[ TiiTt   with initial condition 
0)0(    exists locally and is unique. Moreover, due to the fact that the right hand side of the 
differential equation is bounded, it follows that the solution )(t  of the differential equation 
 )()()( 11 iTvTiTTDsatDt    , for all integers 0i  and ))1(,[ TiiTt   with initial condition 
0)0(    exists for all 0t . Due to definition (A.35) and equations (5.6), (5.34), we are in a position 
to conclude that the constructed mappings coincide with a solution St t )),((   of the closed-
loop system (5.5), (5.6) with (5.34) with initial condition S),( 00  . Uniqueness of solution of 
the closed-loop system (5.5), (5.6) with (5.34) is a direct consequence of the above procedure of the 
construction of the solution. 
 
Using Corollary 4.2 with )(
~
)( aka   for all ],0[ Aa , we conclude that there exist constants 0, M  
such that for every S0  with   ];,0[)(
1
0 APCG , the unique solution of the IDE 
 
A
daatakt
0
)()(
~
)(   with initial condition )()( 0 aa   , for all ],0[ Aa  satisfies the following 
estimate for all 0t : 
     )(maxexp)(max 0
00
atMt
aAA

 
                                           (A.57) 
 
It follows from (5.5), (5.6), (A.35) and (5.34) that the following equation holds for all integers 0i  
and ])1(,[ TiiTt  : 
 
))(()()( iTtDDiTt i 
                                                        (A.58) 
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where  
 
 )()( 11 iTvTiTTDsatDi    , for all integers 0i                             (A.59) 
 
We next show the following claim. 
 
Claim 1: The following inequality holds for all integers 0i : 
 
  )(22,)(min)())1(( iTviTiTTi                                            (A.60) 
 
where   0)(,)(min
2
1
: minmax 
 TDDTDD .  
 
Proof of Claim 1: We distinguish the following cases. 
 
Case 1: max
11
min )()( DiTvTiTTDD 
  . 
Definition (A.59) implies that )()( 11 iTvTiTTDDi
   . Using (A.58), we get )())1(( iTvTi  , 
which directly implies (A.60). 
 
Case 2: min
11 )()( DiTvTiTTD    . 
Definition (A.59) implies that minDDi  . Using (A.58), we get TDDiTTi )()())1(( min
  . The 
inequality min
11 )()( DiTvTiTTD     implies that 0)()()( min 
 iTviTTDD  . Thus, we get: 
 
)(2)()(
)()()()(
)()()()(
)()()()())1((
min
min
min
min
iTvTDDiT
iTviTvTDDiT
iTviTvTDDiT
iTviTvTDDiTTi












 
 
The above inequality in conjunction with the fact that   0)(,)(min
2
1
: minmax 
 TDDTDD  implies 
that (A.60) holds.  
 
Case 3: max
11 )()( DiTvTiTTD    . 
Definition (A.59) implies that maxDDi  . Using (A.58) we get TDDiTTi )()())1(( max
  . The 
inequality max
11 )()( DiTvTiTTD     implies that 0)()()( max 
 iTviTTDD  . Thus, we get: 
 
)(2)()(
)()()()(
)()()()(
)()()()())1((
max
max
max
max
iTvTDDiT
iTviTvTDDiT
iTviTvTDDiT
iTviTvTDDiTTi












 
 
The above inequality in conjunction with the fact that   0)(,)(min
2
1
: minmax 
 TDDTDD  implies 
that (A.60) holds. 
 
The proof of Claim 1 is complete.       
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Claim 2: The following inequalities hold for all integers 0i : 
 
    
    ))(,0max(max,0max)(
))(,0min(min,0min)(
,...,0
max0
,...,0
min0
kTvTDDiiT
kTvTDDiiT
ik
ik








                                 (A.61) 
 
Proof of Claim 2: The proof of inequalities (A.61) is made by induction. First notice that both 
inequalities (A.61) hold for 0i . Next assume that inequalities (A.61) hold for certain integer 0i .  
We distinguish the following cases. 
 
Case 1: max
11
min )()( DiTvTiTTDD 
  . 
Definition (A.59) implies that )()( 11 iTvTiTTDDi
   . Using (A.58), we get )())1(( iTvTi  .  
Consequently, we get: 
 
   ))(,0max(max))(1(,0max
))(,0max(max))(,0max()())1((
1,...,0
max0
1,...,0
kTvTDDi
kTviTviTvTi
ik
ik







 
 
which directly implies the second inequality (A.61) with 1i  in place of 0i . Similarly, we obtain 
the first inequality (A.61) with 1i  in place of 0i . 
 
Case 2: min
11 )()( DiTvTiTTD    . 
Definition (A.59) implies that minDDi  . Using (A.58) we get TDDiTTi )()())1(( min
  . 
Consequently, we get from (A.61): 
   
   
   ))(,0min(min))(1(,0min
))(,0min(min))(1(,)(min
))(,0min(min)()(,0min
)()())1((
1,...,0
min0
1,...,0
min0min
,...,0
minmin0
min
kTvTDDi
kTvTDDiTDD
kTvTDDTDDi
TDDiTTi
ik
ik
ik















 
 
which is the first inequality (A.61) with 1i  in place of 0i . Furthermore, the inequality 
min
11 )()( DiTvTiTTD     implies that )()()( min iTviTTDD 
  . Consequently, we get: 
 
 
   ))(,0max(max))(1(,0max
))(,0max(max))(,0max()()()())1((
1,...,0
max0
1,...,0
min
kTvTDDi
kTviTviTvTDDiTTi
ik
ik








 
 
which is the second inequality (A.61) with 1i  in place of 0i . 
 
Case 3: max
11 )()( DiTvTiTTD    . 
Definition (A.59) implies that maxDDi  . Using (A.58) we get TDDiTTi )()())1(( max
  . 
Consequently, we get from (A.61): 
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   
   
   ))(,0max(max))(1(,0max
))(,0max(max))(1(,)(max
))(,0max(max)()(,0max
)()())1((
1,...,0
max0
1,...,0
max0max
,...,0
maxmax0
max
kTvTDDi
kTvTDDiTDD
kTvTDDTDDi
TDDiTTi
ik
ik
ik















 
 
which is the second inequality (A.61) with 1i  in place of 0i . Furthermore, the inequality 
max
11 )()( DiTvTiTTD     implies that )()()( max iTviTTDD 
  . Consequently, we get: 
 
   ))(,0min(min))(1(,0min
))(,0min(min))(,0min()()()())1((
1,...,0
min0
1,...,0
max
kTvTDDi
kTviTviTvTDDiTTi
ik
ik








 
which is the first inequality (A.61) with 1i  in place of 0i .  
 
The proof of Claim 2 is complete.       
 
We next show the following claim. 
 
Claim 3: The following inequalities hold for all 0t : 
 
       ))(,0max(max2,0max)())(,0min(min2,0min
]/[,...,0
0
]/[,...,0
0 kTvtkTv
TtkTtk


           (A.62) 
 
    TTtvTTtt ]/[]/[)(                                                         (A.63) 
 
Proof of Claim 3: Let arbitrary 0t  and define ]/[ Tti  . Notice that the definition ]/[ Tti   implies 
the inclusion ))1(,[ TiiTt  . We distinguish the following cases. 
 
Case 1: max
11
min )()( DiTvTiTTDD 
  . 
Definition (A.59) implies that )()( 11 iTvTiTTDDi
   . Using (A.58), we get for all 
])1(,[ TiiTs  :  
  )()()()(1)( 11 iTvTiTsiTTiTss     
 
The above equality in conjunction with the facts that 1)(10 1  TiTs , 1)(0 1  TiTs  and 
inequality (A.61) gives estimates (A.62), (A.63). More specifically, the above inequality in 
conjunction with the facts that 1)(10 1  TiTs , 1)(0 1  TiTs  implies for all ])1(,[ TiiTs    
 
  )()()()()()(1)( 11 iTviTiTvTiTsiTTiTss     
 
and since ))1(,[ TiiTt  , the above inequality shows that (A.63) holds in this case. Moreover, the 
equation   )()()()(1)( 11 iTvTiTsiTTiTss     gives for all ])1(,[ TiiTs   
 
     )(,0max)()(,0max)(1)( 11 iTvTiTsiTTiTss     
 
which in conjunction with the facts that 1)(10 1  TiTs , 1)(0 1  TiTs  implies for all 
])1(,[ TiiTs   
   )(,0max)(,0max)( iTviTs    
 
On the other hand, inequality (A.61) gives  
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      
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
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Combining the two above inequalities, we get for all ])1(,[ TiiTs   
 
   ))(,0max(max2,0max)(
,...,0
0 kTvs
ik


  
 
and since ))1(,[ TiiTt  , the above inequality shows that the right inequality (A.62) holds in this 
case. The left inequality (A.62) is proved in the same way.  
 
Case 2: min
11 )()( DiTvTiTTD    . 
Definition (A.59) implies that minDDi  . Using (A.58) we get ))(()()( min iTsDDiTs 
  for all 
])1(,[ TiiTs  . Therefore, we get for all ])1(,[ TiiTs   
 
)()( iTs    
 
which combined with (A.61) gives for all ])1(,[ TiiTs    
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
 
Since ))1(,[ TiiTt  , the above inequality shows that the left inequality (A.62) holds in this case. 
Furthermore, the inequality min
11 )()( DiTvTiTTD     implies that )()()( min iTviTTDD 
  . 
Since ))(()()( min iTsDDiTs 
  for all ])1(,[ TiiTs  , we get for all ])1(,[ TiiTs  : 
 
   
 
     )(,0max)()(,0max)(1
)()()()(1
)()()()()(1))(()()(
11
11
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iTvTiTsiTTiTs
iTvTiTsiTTiTs
TDDiTTiTsiTTiTsiTsDDiTs
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
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


 
 
The above equality in conjunction with (A.61) and the facts that 1)(10 1  TiTs , 
1)(0 1  TiTs  shows that the right inequality (A.62) holds (exactly as in Case 1). Finally, we 
notice that the following inequalities hold for all ])1(,[ TiiTs   
 
     )(,0max)()(,0max)(1)()( 11 iTvTiTsiTTiTssiT     
 
which combined with the facts that 1)(10 1  TiTs , 1)(0 1  TiTs  implies for all 
])1(,[ TiiTs   
)()()()()( iTviTsiTviT    
 
Since ))1(,[ TiiTt  , the above inequality shows that inequality (A.63) holds in this case.  
 
Case 3: max
11 )()( DiTvTiTTD    . 
Definition (A.59) implies that maxDDi  . Using (A.58) we get ))(()()( max iTsDDiTs 
  for all 
])1(,[ TiiTs  . Therefore, we get for all ])1(,[ TiiTs   
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)()( iTs    
 
which combined with (A.61) gives for all ])1(,[ TiiTs    
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Since ))1(,[ TiiTt  , the above inequality shows that the right inequality (A.62) holds in this case. 
 
Furthermore, the inequality max
11 )()( DiTvTiTTD     implies that )()()( max iTviTTDD 
  . 
Since ))(()()( max iTsDDiTs 
  for all ])1(,[ TiiTs  , we get for all ])1(,[ TiiTs  : 
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The above equality in conjunction with the facts that 1)(10 1  TiTs , 1)(0 1  TiTs  gives for 
all ])1(,[ TiiTs  : 
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On the other hand, inequality (A.61) gives 
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Combining the two above inequalities, we get for all ])1(,[ TiiTs   
 
   ))(,0min(min2,0min)(
,...,0
0 kTvs
ik


  
 
and since ))1(,[ TiiTt  , the above inequality shows that the left inequality (A.62) holds in this case.  
 
Finally, we notice that the following inequalities hold for all ])1(,[ TiiTs   
 
     )(,0min)()(,0min)(1)()( 11 iTvTiTsiTTiTssiT     
 
which combined with the facts that 1)(10 1  TiTs , 1)(0 1  TiTs  implies for all 
])1(,[ TiiTs   
)()()()()( iTviTsiTviT    
 
Since ))1(,[ TiiTt  , the above inequality shows that inequality (A.63) holds in this case. 
 
The proof of Claim 3 is complete.       
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Using (A.34), (A.35), (A.57) and the fact that 
)0,min(1
)1ln(
x
x
x

  for all 1x , we get the estimate 
for all 0t : 
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             (A.64) 
 
Let 0j  be an integer with 2/)( kTv  for all jk  . We next show that the following inequality 
holds for all ji  : 
 
       1)(2exp1)(exp)exp(1))1((exp  iTviTTi                                          (A.65) 
 
Indeed, when  2)( iT , we get from (A.60) that )(2))1(( iTvTi  , which directly implies (A.65). 
On the other hand, when  2)( iT , we get from (A.60) that )(22)())1(( iTviTTi   . The 
previous inequality, in conjunction with the fact that 2/)( iTv  for all ji   gives: 
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Consequently, (A.65) holds for all ji  . Using (A.65) and induction, we are in a position to prove 
the following inequality for all ji  : 
           


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1
1)(2exp)1(exp1)(exp)(exp1)(exp
i
jl
lTvlijTjiiT                 (A.66) 
More specifically, inequality (A.66) follows from the definition of the sequence   1)(exp;  iTi   
and the fact that inequality (A.65) gives   1)(2exp)exp(1  iTvii   for all ji  . Using 
induction, we can prove the formula       



1
1)(2exp)1(exp)(exp
i
jl
ji lTvliji   for all 
ji  , which directly implies (A.66) for all ji  .  
 
Using the fact that )exp(1)exp( xxxx   for all 0x , we obtain from (A.66) and (A.64) the 
following inequality for all ji  : 
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where ),min(
~
T  . Since T 
~
, it follows that    ilTli  ~exp)exp()(~exp   for all 
1,...,  ijl  and thus we obtain from (A.67) the following inequality for all ji  : 
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Using (A.62) which implies  )(max2)(
]/[,...,0
0 kTvt
Ttk
   for all 0t  in conjunction with (A.64), we 
obtain: 
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Notice that (A.68) holds for ji   as well and consequently, (A.68) holds for all ji  . Since 0j  is 
an integer with 2/)( kTv  for all jk  , it follows from (A.64) that 0j  may be selected as the 
smallest integer that satisfies 
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conjunction with (A.68), (A.69) and the fact that      1exp~
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integers 0 ji , we get the following inequality for all ji  : 
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where    )exp()1exp(~2,max)~exp(:)( 11 ssssJ     for all 0s . Using (A.69) and the fact that 
0j  is the smallest integer that satisfies 
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, we can guarantee that 
(A.70) holds for all 0i . Using (A.63), (A.57), (A.34), (A.70) and the fact that TtTt /1]/[  , we 
obtain (5.35) with     sMsMJs )21()21(2/~exp:)(    and 2/~: 1 TL  .  
 
The proof is complete.       
  
